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ABSTRACT
A search for resonant and non-resonant Higgs boson pair-production decaying to a
bbττ final state is presented. The search uses 36.1 fb−1 of pp-collision data with
√
s =
13 TeV recorded by the ATLAS [1] experiment at the LHC [2] in 2015 and 2016. The
semi-leptonic and fully hadronic di-tau final states are considered. No deviation from
the Standard Model prediction is observed. Upper limits are placed on the resonant
di-Higgs production cross-section times branching ratio for bbττ final states. The
results are interpreted in terms of constraints on a Randall-Sundrum Kaluza-Klein
graviton model[3, 4, 5], and a 2HDM[6, 7] model in an extended Higgs sector. The
bbττ final state channel gives the best upper limit result among all ATLAS[1] and
CMS[8] di-Higgs data analysis channels with it’s fantastic machine learning techniques
and newly added channels,as well as,extra triggers. The cross-section times branching
ratio for non-resonant Higgs pair-production is constrained to be ∼ 12.7 times of the
Standard Model prediction, which is also the best sensitivity physicists have obtained




The discovery of the Standard Model Higgs on the ATLAS and CMS detector
in the year of 2012 started new era for experimental particle physicists to explore
the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking [9, 10]. Different experiments have
studied the physical properties of the Standard Model Higgs and demonstrated that
the observed boson is consistent with the theoretically predicted Higgs particle with
a mass[11, 12, 13, 14, 15] around 125.09 GeV [16].
The Standard Model Higgs boson could be pair-produced by gluon fusion via the
top quark loops on LHC, as well as, via the Higgs self-interaction, which is predicted in
the Standard Model. Thus, studying of the Higgs trilinear self-interaction(λhhh) will
be the final examination of the Higgs mechanisms corresponding to the electroweak
symmetry breaking. In fact, the future particle accelerator High Luminosity LHC
aims this as one of the primary goals too.
However, the top quark loop di-Higgs production mode and the self-interaction di-
Higgs production mode have a negative interference between each other which leads
to an extremely small total cross section, which is ∼ 33.41 fb at 13 TeV center-of-
mass energy [17, 18]. It is impossible for the LHC to produce enough luminosity
for detecting the pair-production of Standard Model Higgs now, not to say to reach
the sensitivity to be able to see the Higgs self-interaction which has an even smaller
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cross section. However, it’s still very meaningful to conduct a study on the pair-
production(Non-Resonant) of the Standard Model Higgs using the recorded data on
ATLAS now, as this study will give us a hint about the sensitivity we could reach
right now and how much data we will need in the future on the High Luminosity
LHC. More importantly, through the decomposition of the experimental errors, we
will be able to know what we should do to improve the sensitivity in the future. The
sensitivity we get in this experiment is the best sensitivity physicists have got now
on the Standard Model Di-Higgs production. It shines great hope for the discovery
of the Higgs pair-production and Higgs self-coupling on the next generation particle
accelerator and detectors.
The Standard Model theory has achieved great success from the discovery of the
Standard Model Higgs in year 2012 [9, 10]. However, nothing is perfect, so is the
Standard Model theory. There are things that the Standard Model theory is unable
to explain nowadays, among which, Gravity could be one of the biggest obstacle lying
on the road. The Standard Model theory gives no single hint on the gravity force or
graviton particles. Thus, physicists worked out different models beyond the Standard
Model to include the graviton into the current theoretical framework. The Randall-
Sundrum(RS) model [3, 4] is one of these models which introduces an extra dimension
to include the gravitons. The model predicts the process that the RS graviton decays
to two Standard Model Higgs. At the same time, there are also other models physicists
proposed beyond the Standard Model to cover the shortages of the Standard Model.
The Two Higgs Doublet Model(2HDM) [6, 7] is one of these by extending the Higgs
field to two doublets fields. The 2HDM model predicts extra heavy CP even Higgs
which could decay to two Standard Model Higgs too. The cross sections of the RS
graviton decaying to Standard Model Higgs and heavy Higgs decaying to Standard
Model Higgs could be significantly enhanced in their corresponding theories.
As trying to probe the Standard Model Higgs pair production is the primary goal
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of this data analysis, using the same final states, we could easily accommodate the
search for the 2HDM heavy Higgs and RS graviton into this analysis at the same
time by simply modification of the signal Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis.
Thus, we will conduct a search for the 2HDM heavy Higgs and RS gravitons using
the same final state.
We choose the final state with one of the Standard Model Higgs decaying to
two b quarks and one Higgs decaying to two τ leptons. The bbτ+τ− channel has
the third largest branching fraction(7.4%) among all the Di-Higgs decay channels
with a relatively clean signature compared with the channels with larger branching
fractions(bbbb and bbWW ) [19]. This is the reason why we choose the bbττ channel
to do our study. We further split our study into two different sub-channels by the
different decay modes of the two τs. If both of the τs decay to hadrons, we categorize
the event into the τhadτhad sub-channel. If one of the τ decays to leptons and the
other one decays to hadrons, we categorize the event into the τ`τhad sub-channel.
The channel with both of the τs decaying into leptons are not considered due to its
relatively small branching fraction. This channel might be considered in the next
round of analysis to further improve the sensitivity tough. An extra trigger(lepton-τ
trigger) is also added into the τ`τhad channel to improve the statistics in low mass
region.
The τ`τhad channel alone was studied in 2012 using the
√
s = 8TeV data from
ATLAS detector on LHC, which is a cut-based data analysis(No machine learning
techniques were applied) [20]. τhadτhad channel and lepton-τ trigger are added this
round with higher center-of-mass energy and more recorded particle collision data.
The boosted decision tree(BDT)[21, 21] machine learning algorithm is also applied
to replace the cut-based analysis strategy which improves our final result by about
50%. This is also the main reason that both our Resonant and Non-Resonant results
beat all other di-Higgs final states analysis on ATLAS and CMS detectors.
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CHAPTER II
The Standard Model and Beyond
2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
The Standard Model of particle physics is the theory to describe three of the
four known fundamental forces(the electromagnetic, weak, and strong forces, except
gravitational force.) in the universe which was developed in stages throughout the
later half of the 20th century. It also gives perfect explanation on how mass of matter
generates via the Higgs Mechanism [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22]. The Standard Model
contains 12 elementary spin half particles which are known as fermions, 4 gauge bosons
and a Higgs boson. Each of the fermions has corresponding anti-particles. Based on
different electric charge the fermions carry, the Standard Model clarifies them as
six quarks and six leptons. Pairs from each classification are grouped together to
form a generation with corresponding particles exhibiting similar physical behavior.
Fig 2.1 gives a schematic drawing of the particles in Standard Model. Basic quantum
numbers and categorizations of the particles are also showed in Fig 2.1.
The quarks carry color charge, thus they could interact through strong interaction
and bound to form mesons(two quarks) and baryons(three quarks). Quarks also
carry electric charge and weak iso-spin. Hence quarks could also interact with other
fermions via electromagnetic and weak forces. The leptons carry no color charge and 3
of them carry no electric charge, which are called neutrinos. However, all of them carry
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Figure 2.1: Standard Model Physics particle composition: 3 generations of
fermions(quarks, leptons and neutrinos), gauge bosons and the Higgs bo-
son
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weak iso-spin. Thus, the 3 charged leptons could interact via both electromagnetic
and weak interactions; neutrinos could only interact through weak interactions, which
made them hard to detect. Particles in higher generations have higher mass and could
generally decay to lower generation particles except for neutrinos.
Gauge bosons in Standard Model are the force carriers which mediate the strong,
weak, and electromagnetic fundamental interactions. All of the gauge bosons have
spin 1 which make them bosons. There are three electric charge neutral gauge bosons:
gluons, photons, and Z bosons and 2 gauge bosons which carry electric charges: W+
and W−. Gluons have no masses. Eight gluons mediate the strong interactions
between color charged particles. The eight gluons are labeled with combination of
color and anti-color charge. Gluons could interact among themselves with the effective
color charge they carry. The gluons and their interactions are described using the
quantum chromodynamics(QCD). Photons are the electromagnetic force mediators.
They are massless and carry no electric charges. The interactions between charged
particles and photons are described in the theory of quantum electrodynamics(QED).
Since photons carry no electric charge, they can’t interact with themselves. The Z,
W+ and W− are the gauge bosons mediating the weak interactions between particles
with different flavors. The Z, W+ and W− are massive with Z boson having more
mass than the W bosons. The Z bosons carry no electric charges and interacts with
both left-handed particles and anti-particles. The W± bosons carry electric charge
of +1 or -1 and interact with left-handed particles and right-handed antiparticles.
The Z, W± bosons and photons are grouped together in the electroweak unification
theory to mediate the electroweak interactions.
The Higgs boson was first proposed by Peter Higgs in 1964 [12]. It has no intrinsic
spin and electric charge. The Higgs boson is very important to the Standard Model
because all the elementary particles except photons and gluons get mass from inter-
actions with Higgs bosons. The existence of Higgs boson also explains the difference
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between electromagnetism and weak force. The Higgs boson is massive, so it must in-
teract with itself. This is one very important property of the Higgs bosons. As Higgs
boson was discovered at LHC in 2012,[9, 10] observing its self-coupling will be a very
critical bench mark to justify its property. Fig 2.2 describes the categorization of the
Standard Model elementary particles and the interactions between them, including
self interaction between some particle themselves.
Figure 2.2: Standard Model Physics particle Interactions, blue lines link the particles
which could couple
2.2 Higgs Mechanisms in Standard Model
The form of Lagrangian of a certain system determines the physics discipline and
law it follows. The Standard Model Lagrangian of particle physics contains terms ac-
counting for the different particle fields and their interactions, which is defined below
in the equation (Neutrino mass terms are included. We assume the existence of the
right handed neutrinos thus neutrinos are able to gain masses. Results from recent
7
neutrino oscillation experiments showed that the neutrinos have non-zero masses.
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/2v2 (Higgs dynamical and mass terms)
The mathematics of the Standard Model is described by a gauge quantum field
theory containing the internal symmetries of the unitary product group SU(3)C ×












The right-handed fermions are all singlets under SU(2)L:
leptons : eR, νR; quarks : uR, dR (2.2)
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All these fermions have implicit 3-component generation indices:
ei = (e, µ, τ), νi = (νe, νµ, ντ ), ui = (u, c, t), di = (d, s, b) (2.3)
φ is a 2-component complex Higgs field. Bµ, Wµ and Gµ are the gauge boson vector
potentials. Wµ are made of 2× 2 traceless Hermitian matrices and Gµ are composed
of 3× 3 traceless Hermitian matrices. Associated field tensors are defined as below:
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ (2.4)
Wµν = ∂µWν − ∂νWµ + ig2(WµWν −WνWµ)/2 (2.5)
Gµν = ∂µGν − ∂νGµ + ig(GµGν −GνGµ) (2.6)
The covariant derivatives acting on these fermion fields and the complex Higgs field



































DµeR = [∂µ − ig1Bµ]eR (2.9)
DµνR = ∂µνR (2.10)
DµuR = [∂µ +
i2g1
3
Bµ + igGµ]uR (2.11)
DµdR = [∂µ −
ig1
3
Bµ + igGµ]dR (2.12)














The vector bosons Bµ and W11µ are both electrically neutral. The spontaneous sym-
metry breaking makes them mix. The mass eigenstates are instead of a orthogonal
linear combinations of these two gauge eigenstate fields, which are the well known










By comparing with the QED, we could know that:





The result from experiment gives the value of sinθW as:
sin2θW = 0.2315 (2.18)
Since L is a SU(2)L gauge invariant, a gauge can be chosen to make the φ having
form in terms of its deviation from the vacuum expectation value:
φT = (0, v + h)/
√
2 (2.19)
with the expectation value of φ to be equal to:




where v is vacuum expectation value(VEV) of the Higgs field which minimized the
Lagrangian of the Higgs field:
L = (Dµφ)Dµφ−m2h[φ̄φ− v2/2]2/2v2 (2.21)
where h is a residual Higgs field. If we plug in Bµ and Wµ into the Higgs Kinetic
term in terms of Aµ, Zµ and Wµ, with Higgs field written in form of Eq. 2.19, we
could get the result:

















Evidently, there is no Aµ term explicitly in the equation. So photons Aµ have zero
mass, in agreement with the fact that U(1)EM gauge invariance remains unbroken.
The prediction of the masses of the gauge bosons comes from the mass terms in the
kinetic term in Eq. 2.22. It’s straight forward to get the W± and Z boson masses
as shown in Eq. 2.23 and Eq. 2.24. There are other terms involved W±µ , Zµ and h














Combining Eq. 2.23, Eq. 2.24 and the weak mixing angel Eq. 2.17, we could get the
relation between the W± and Z boson masses:
mW
mZ
= cos θW (2.25)
By now, the masses of the gauge bosons(photons, Z and W± bosons) have all been
generated by their interactions with the complex doublet Higgs field. Looking at the
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Higgs dynamics and mass term in the Standard Model Lagrangian, similarly if we do
the expansion around the VEV using Eq. 2.19 for the Higgs potential part. We could











The first term in Eq. 2.26 apparently gives the rise of the Standard Model Higgs with
mass mh. The second and third terms are about h
3 and h4 which means Standard
Model Higgs boson should be able to couple with itself with a vertex of 3 or 4 tracks















Figure 2.3: The Standard Model Higgs self-interaction with Feynman rules
This implies the very important and critical property of the Standard Model Higgs
about self-coupling. It is also this property that inspires the idea to search for the
Non-resonant Standard Model Higgs self-coupling in this data analysis to fully test
Higgs Mechanism. Looking at the coefficients before these two Higgs self coupling
terms, they are very small , meaning that the Standard Model Higgs self-interactions
are really weak, which makes them extremely hard to detect.
The Non-resonant Standard Model Di-Higgs production not only contains the
Higgs self-coupling contribution, as shown in the Fig. 2.4, but also has the contri-
bution from the gluon fusion quark loop processes with the Standard Model Higgs













Figure 2.5: gluon fusion Non-Resonant Standard Model Di-Higgs production with
quark loop
Theoretical prediction gives the cross section of these two processes combined to be
∼33fb at 13 TeV center of mass energy [17, 18], with strongly negative interference
between the two diagrams [24] shown in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5. Pursuing the measurement
of the pure Standard Model Higgs self-coupling cross section is not the goal of this
analysis as it’s been shown that it is too small for the LHC to measure. Instead, we will
only try to probe the total cross section of Standard Model Higgs self-coupling process
combined with the quark loop Di-Higgs processes in the gluon fusion production mode.
The masses of the fermions are from the fermion mass terms in the Standard
Model Lagrangian. The fermion masses are the singular values of the 3 × 3 fermion
mass matrices Mν , M e, Mu, Md:

























All the Us are 3 × 3 unitary matrices(U−1 = U†). The Mass Diagonalization
Theorem tells us that the mass eigenstates with definite mass are actually the linear
combinations of the gauge eigenstates in L. The mass eigenstates and the gauge
eigenstates covert between each others with the unitary matrices as in Eq. 2.31 and































If we reform the L with redefinition of the mass eigenstates of the particles, the unitary
matrices Us fall out for all fermion mass terms in the Lagrangian. The form of the
L is identical as in the gauge eigenstates basis. However, in the lepton and quark

















Here we encountered a consequence of going to the mass eigenstate basis from the
gauge eigenstate basis. The charged-current weak interactions contains non-trivial
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which is called the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix [27]. These two matri-
ces count for important physical effect in particle physics. The phase included in the
CKM matrix is the only reason accounting for the CP violation in the Standard Model
and the neutrino oscillations are due to the fact that Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata matrix is not an identity matrix.
2.3 Beyond The Standard Model
The Standard Model of particle physics has demonstrated huge success for explain-
ing experimental result. Also, the theory is believed to be theoretically self-consistent.
Furthermore, the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 [9, 10] has added further cre-
dence to the Standard Model theory. The Standard Model itself seems to have the
simplicity, clearness and natural beauty that a physics theory should have. However,
the Standard Model contains at least 19 arbitrary parameters, which, is a little bit too
much if we still believe that a perfect physics theory needs to be as simple as possible.
A hundred years ago, Lord Kelvin, who thought that the physics theory at that time
was well established and almost completed, said: The beauty and clearness of
the dynamical theory, which asserts heat and light to be modes of motion,
is at present obscured by two clouds. [28] Ironically, it turned out later on that
the modern physics theories are built right on these two clouds as the fundamental
basis. Although the Standard Model has been examined and proved to be right by
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numerous physics experiments, there are still ”clouds obscuring at present”. The
Standard Model is not perfect and fails to give explanations to some of the physics
phenomena nowadays. Understanding these phenomena could possibly open a door
to new physics or even set new foundation for the fundamental physics theory just
like people did after understanding the ”two clouds” in the 20th century. Unlike Lord
Kelvin’s ”two clouds”, the physics phenomena which Standard Model fails to explain
are considered to be very critical and fundamental for modern physics, such as:
• Gravity: The Standard Model is unable to explain the gravity. The graviton
can not be simply added to the Standard Model Lagrangian and works without
modifications. On the other hand, the Standard Model is incompatible with
general relativity, which has been examined by numerous experiments to be the
most successful theory for describing the gravity so far.
• Hierarchy problem: The Standard Model Higgs mass is around the GeV scale
and quadratically sensitive to any mass scale of new physics. If new physics
appears at large mass scale, the Higgs mass will have non-physical correction
beyond tree level. Another way to say this problem in a plain and easy way is
that the gravity is too small compared with the weak interaction in Standard
Model.
• Dark Matter and Dark Energy: It’s been proved by several astronomy
observations that the dark matter and energy exist and account for about 95%
of the total energy in the universe, whereas the Standard Model is only able to
explain the rest 5% and unable to supply any fundamental dark matter or dark
energy candidates.
• Matter-antimatter asymmetry: The Standard Model predicts almost equal
amounts of matter and antimatter under the condition that the initial condition
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of the universe does not involve any imbalance. However, in the observable uni-
verse, significantly more matter is observed than the antimatter. The Standard
Model fails to explain this asymmetry.
All these failures of the Standard Model, plus the desire of physicists to find
the grand unified theory which forms a group theory for unifying all elementary
interactions, drive physicists explore theories beyond the Standard Model. There are
quite many candidate theories. Among which ,the Two-Higgs-Doublets Model and
the Bulk Randall-Sundrum Graviton theory will be briefly described as they are the
ones being explored and searched in this data analysis.
2.3.1 Two-Higgs-Doublets Model
In the Standard Model, physicists assume a single SU(2) doublet as the Higgs
field, which is the simplest possible scalar structure. It’s natural to come up with
the extension of the Standard Model by adding an extra doublet, which is one of the
simplest possible extensions of the Standard Model. It’s called the two-Higgs-doublet-
model(2HDM) [6, 7]. There are multiple motivations driving physicists to come up
with the idea of the 2HDM. The best known one is super-symmetry theory [29]. The
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model(MSSM)[30, 31] requires two Higgs doublets
to be presented in order to give masses to all the particles in such theory. Trying to
explain the baryon asymmetry in the universe, which the Standard Model is unable to
explain, is another important motivation of 2HDM. The flexibility of the scalar mass
spectrum and additional sources of CP violation in the 2HDM could help explain the
baryon asymmetry in the universe.
The most general scalar potential for two doublets Φ1 and Φ2 is shown in Eq. 2.35
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Similar to the Standard Model Higgs doublet, the minimal potential of the two Higgs












with vacuum expectation values(VEV) of the two neutral scalar fields equal to:
〈Φ01〉 = v1/
√
2, 〈Φ02〉 = v2/
√
2 (2.37)





2) ≡ 246GeV (2.38)
The number of degrees of freedom associated with the two complex complex scalar
SU(2) doublets is 8. Three of them are used to generate the mass of W± and Z0
gauge bosons. The remaining five degrees of freedom become five scalar particles:
two neutral scalars(h and H), a pseudo-scalar(A) and two charged scalars(H±).
If we expand the 2HDM potential Eq. 2.35 around the minimal potential of the




(va + ρa + iηa)/
√
2
 , a = 1, 2 (2.39)
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the original parameter m11 and m22 could be replaced with the other six free param-
eters in the 2HDM potential in Eq. 2.35. Similar to how it’s done in the Standard
Model to get the Higgs mass. With the diagonalization of the mass-squared matrices
in order to get the mass eigenstate physical particles, the mass of the four physical
Higgs masses(mh, mH , mA, mH±) are achieved, as well as the two angles α and β in
the unitary matrices for diagonalization. tan β, the ratio between the VEVs of the
two Higgs doublets is the most important parameters in studies of 2HDM:
tan β ≡ v2
v1
(2.41)
while α is the neutral CP-even Higgs mixing angle. α and β together are very cru-
cial to 2HDM because they determine the interactions between the 2HDM Higgs and
other particles. In this data analysis, we will try to search the CP-even Heavy Higgs
H in the 2HDM through the di-Higgs final state channels. Only the gluon fusion






Figure 2.6: gluon gluon fusion production of the CP-Even Heavy Higgs in 2HDM
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2.3.2 Bulk Randall-Sundrum Graviton
As it is pointed out in previous section, the Standard Model has the Planck-Weak
Hierarchy problem, e.g. the weak scale is significantly smaller than the Planck scale
which lead to the consequence that the Higgs mass is quadratically sensitive to any
mass scale of new physics. The Randall Sundrum (RS) model [3, 4, 5] gives a way
to solve the hierarchy problem in the Standard Model by imposing an extra warped
dimension. The Randall-Sundrum theory proposed a non-factorizable metric as in
Eq. 2.42 [5], which is able to explain the hierarchy problem in Standard Model. The
e−2krcφ is the warp factor which will transfer the five-dimension mass parameters into
the four dimensional mass scales. It’s worth noticing that this exponential factor
changes rapidly in terms of rc, which represents the radius of the curvature of the
extra warped dimension. In other plain words, rc defined the proper size of this extra
warped dimension. Thus, a large hierarchy does not require extremely large rc. φ
could be regarded as the coordinate on this extra dimension. k is an energy scale




Fig. 2.7 is a illustration of the universe in the Randall-Sundrum model. In Fig. 2.7,
two planes are presented which are called branes. The brane on the left in orange color
is called the ”Planck brane”, whereas the one on the right is called the TeV brane
or weak brane. The universe we live in is on the weak brane while on the Planck
brane, all the forces get unified. The two 3+1 dimensional branes get separated by
the extra warped bulk. The bulk Randall-Sundrum model is an extension of the
original Randall-Sundrum model by allowing the Standard Model fields to propagate
not only on the TeV brane but also on the extra warped bulk, with only the Higgs
fields restricted on the TeV brane. In the simplest of principles, we would expect
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Figure 2.7: The Planck brane and weak brane are separated by a warped extra dimen-
sion in the bulk Randall-Sundrum model, the exponential factor causes
great hierarchy as shown.
the excited states(Kaluza-Klein modes [32, 33]) of the Standard Model particles to
exist in form of standing wave in the extra warped dimension with the invariant mass
of the standing waves to be as in Eq. 2.43, with n being an integer, h being the






In principle, if the Standard Model survives in the bulk, the possible excited states
of the gauge bosons in Standard Model would be discovered most likely. However,
even with discovering these gauge bosons in the bulk is not sufficient to determine the
underlying nature of the bulk Randall Sundrum framework. While, A good candidate
to demonstrate the Randall-Sundrum model is the Kaluza-Klein Graviton(GKK) with
spin value 2 which is the gravitational field excitation states in the bulk.
In the original paper of Randall-Sundrum theory [5], it already gave the conclusion
that the Kaluza-Klein modes of particles will be accessible at the LHC. The Kaluza-
Klein Gravitons are localized near the TeV brane with coupling most strongly to
Standard Model Higgs boson, top quarks and other Kaluza-Klein modes. This prop-
erty of the GKK determined that the di-Higgs final state channels will be prospecting
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for its possible discovery. This is also the reason why, On the LHC, the dominant
producing channel of GKK would be the gluon fusion process with top quark loop.
Thus, we would only consider the gluon-fusion production process in this data anal-






Figure 2.8: gluon gluon fusion production of the Kaluza Klein GKK
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CHAPTER III
ATLAS Detector at LHC
3.1 Overview of Large Hadron Collider(LHC)
The Large Hadron Collider(LHC) [2, 34, 35, 36] is the world’s largest and most
powerful particle accelerator. The aim of the LHC is to become a tool for physicists
to test the predictions of different particle physics theories and hunt for a lot of new
particles predicted by super-symmetric theories. The discovery of Higgs boson is
considered as one of the biggest achievement on the LHC.
The LHC is underground inside a 27 km tunnel which is located at the bor-
der between France and Switzerland around Geneva area. Inside the tunnel, it’s a
ring consisting about 10000 superconducting magnets with accelerating structure to
boost the energy of the particles. The superconducting magnets ring guides two dif-
ferent high-energy beams which travel in the opposite direction in the ring with its
strong magnetic field. In order to get magnetic field strong enough, most parts of
the accelerator is connected to the distribution system of liquid helium, especially the
superconducting magnets, to cool down. The temperature in the ring could be as low
as −271.3 ◦C, which is very close to absolute zero degree.
The LHC had its first run started on 10th, Sept, 2008. While the first operational
run started from year 2009 to 2013 with beams’ center of mass energy around 7 TeV.
After this first operational run, which is called Run I, the LHC was shut down from
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year 2013 to 2015 for system upgrades aiming collisions at 14 TeV . On 5th, April
2015, the LHC restarted after the 2 years long break. The center of mass collision
energy had reached 13 TeV after the upgrades, which is called Run II. During Run II,
not only the combined energy increased, the luminosity of the proton-proton collisions
has been increased to 40% above the design value.
The LHC primarily collides proton beams, while it also collides beams of lead
nuclei. There are four crossing points on the LHC ring where the two opposite beams
get collided. Seven different detectors designed for different research purposes are
placed around these crossing points. The four major ones are ATLAS [1], CMS [8],
ALICE [37] and LHCb [38]. Among them, ATLAS [1] and CMS [8] are the two
general purpose detectors. ALICE [37] is for the purpose of studying quark-gluon
plasma which existed shortly after the Big Bang. LHCb [38] has another different
purpose of research which is to mainly investigate anti-matter. The data analysis
described in this article uses the data recorded by the ATLAS detector.
Figure 3.1: Under the tunnel, A section of the LHC, blue ring is the superconducting
magnet ring
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3.2 Overview of ATLAS Detector
There are two general purpose detectors on LHC: ATLAS(A Toroidal LHC Ap-
paratuS) [1] and CMS(Compact Muon Solenoid) [8]. The very high energy and lu-
minosity have set very strict standards for the design of these two particle detectors.
ATLAS detector consists several different sub-detector with different functions.
The ATLAS detector is about 25 meters in height and 44 meters in length which
is symmetric on beam direction with respect to the interaction point [1]. The choice
of placement of the superconducting magnets has determined the designs of other
ATLAS sub-systems. The superconducting magnets are placed in two ways on ATLAS
[39]:
• A thin superconducting solenoid surrounding the inner-detector cavity.
• Three large superconducting toroids(1 barrel and 2 end-caps) positioned with
an eight-fold azimuthal symmetry around the calorimeters.
The magnetic field produced by the superconducting magnets is able to immerse the
inner detector [40] of ATLAS(2 T solenoidal field). The responsibility of the inner
detector is recognizing pattern, measuring momentum and vertex and identifying
electrons with the discrete high-resolution semiconductor pixel [41] and the strip
detector in the inner part of the tracking volume. The straw-tube tracking detector
of the inner detector is designed to be able to generate and detect transition radiation
[42].
Outside the inner detector is the high granularity liquid-argon(LAr) electromag-
netic sampling calorimeters [43] which cover the pseudorapidity range |η| < 3.2 with
good energy and position resolution. The hadronic calorimetry [44, 45, 43] in the
range |η| < 1.7 is separated into a large barrel and two smaller extended barrel cylin-
ders, which are on both sides of the central barrel. This calorimetry is provided by a
scintillator-tile calorimeter. LAr is also used for the hadronic calorimeters in the end-
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caps covering range |η| > 1.5. The hadronic calorimeters also use LAr technology to
cover outer |η| limits of end-cap electromagnetic calorimeters. Both electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimeters use LAr and could cover the pseudorapidity up to range
|η| > 4.9.
Figure 3.2: Photo of myself standing in front of the toroid magnets of ATLAS, year
2014 during the ATLAS upgrade
The muon spectrometer [46] is located outside the calorimeter. The air-core toroid
system provides very strong magnetic field which has strong bending power in a large
volume in a light and open structure. This toroid system contains a long barrel and
two end-cap magnets. Thus excellent muon momentum resolution is achieved by three
layers of high precision tracking chambers with multiple-scattering effects suppressed.
The trigger chambers with timing resolution of order 1.5-4 ns play a key component
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in the muon spectrometers. Since the muon spectrometer is at the very outside of
the ATLAS detector, it defines the overall dimensions of the ATLAS detector.
The trigger system [47, 48] of ATLAS detector plays crucial role in the process of
detecting particles. The ATLAS trigger system is like the brain of the detector. It is
smart and quick enough to decide which events will be discarded and which events will
be recorded. The designed luminosity of LHC is of the order 1034cm−2s−1 which is
equal approximately 40 MHz[1] frequency. However, due to restriction from technical
and resource limitations, we could only record about 1 kHz which is far lower than
40 MHz. The Level-1(L1) trigger system uses a subset of the detector information
to make a decision to only process the events we are interested. This reduces the
data rate to about 100 kHz[1]. The high-level trigger which contains the Level-2(L2)
trigger and event filter. These subsequent two levels of trigger system finally reduce
the data-taking rate to around 1 kHz[1].
Searching for Higgs boson was one of the main goal of ATLAS detector, thus
searching for Standard Model Higgs was used as a benchmark to establish the perfor-
mance of the whole ATLAS detector and its sub-systems. All the benchmark physics
goals have set a series of general requirements for ATLAS detectors:
• LHC has very high luminosity of collision beam which results in high event
rates. So ATLAS has fast, radiation-hard electronics and sensor elements.
• ATLAS covers almost full azimuthal angle to get large acceptance in pseudora-
pidity.
• The momentum resolution and reconstruction efficiency of the inner tracker has
to be very good.
• ATLAS has to have very good electromagnetic(EM) calorimetry for electron and
photon, as well as good full-coverage hadronic calorimetry for jet and missing
transverse energy(MET) measurement.
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• Good muon identification and momentum resolution with wide coverage as well
as ability to determine charge of high pT muons are essential.
• Due to very high events rates, ATLAS has to be able to trigger low pT objects
with high efficiency and background rejection.
A cut away view of the ATLAS detector and sub systems are showed in Fig. 3.3,
with comparison of the tiny size of human beings illustrated on the left of it.
Figure 3.3: Cut-away view of the ATLAS detector and sub systems
3.2.1 Coordinate System
As the coordinate system [1] and nomenclature which is used to describe the
ATLAS detector and the particles emerging from p-p collisions will be used many
times, introducing the coordinate system of ATLAS first is needed. The coordinate
system of ATLAS detector is a cylindrical coordinate system. The nominal interaction
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point is defined as the origin of the coordinate system. The z-axis is defined to be
along the beam direction. The x-y plane is defined as the plane which is transverse
to the beam direction. The positive direction of x-axis is defined to be from the
interaction point to the center of the LHC acceleration ring. The positive direction
of the y-axis is defined to be from the interaction point upwards to the sky. The
positive direction of z-axis is defined so that the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis will form a
right-handed Cartesian coordinate system. The ATLAS detector’s two end caps are
located at side-A and side-C of the detector. Side-A of the detector is defined to be at
the positive z direction and side-C is at the negative z direction. The azimuthal angle
φ is defined as usual to be around the z-axis. The polar angle θ is the angle from
the beam axis. Thus φ, θ are defined the same as in the usual cylindrical coordinate
system. Instead of using the polar angle θ, we usually use the pseudorapidity defined
as η = − ln tan( θ
2




E−pz ]). Another variable we always use is called pseudorapidity-azimuthal
distance ∆R in the angle space which is defined as ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2. Fig. 3.4
shows the ATLAS coordinate system.
Figure 3.4: ATLAS coordinate system and the directions of the x, y, z axis directions
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3.2.2 Tracking
The luminosity of LHC is at extremely high stage, which means there will be a
very large track density in the detector. High precision measurements are made with
fine detector to meet the requirements imposed by the bench mark physics processes
on particle momentum and vertex resolution. These features are provided by the Pixel
and silicon micro strip (SCT) trackers [49], as well as straw tubes of the Transition
Radiation Tracker(TRT) [42].
Figure 3.5 shows a cut-away view of the ATLAS inner detector [40]. The size
of the Inner Detector is 5.3 meters long and with a diameter of 2.5 meters. It’s
immersed in a 2T magnetic field which is used to bend the motion of the particles.
The precision tracking detectors(pixels and SCT) cover a region with |η| < 2.5 [1].
The precision tracking detectors contains two parts: the barrel region, which are
formed by concentric cylinders around the beam axis and the end-cap regions, which
are located on disks perpendicular to the beam axis. The highest granularity is
achieved around the vertex region using silicon pixel detectors. As shown in the
figure, the pixel layers are segmented in R-φ and z with typically three pixel layers
crossed by each track. The intrinsic resolution of the barrel regions are 10 µm (R-φ)
and 115 µm (z). The resolution in the disks are 10 µm (R-φ) and 115 µm (z). There
are about 80.4 million readout channels in the pixel detectors. There are eight strip
layers to be crossed by each track for the SCT.
The TRT will provide a very large number of hits with the 4 mm diameter straw
tubes, which enables track-following up to |η| = 2.0 [42]. The TRT only provides R-φ
information with an intrinsic accuracy of 130 µm per straw. In the barrel region, the
straws of the TRT are parallel to the beam axis with length equal to 144 cm. The
barrel straws are divided into two halves at around |η| = 0. In the end-cap region,
the straws are arranged radially in wheels with length of approximately 37 cm long.
The total number of TRT readout channels is approximately 351000.
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Figure 3.5: A cut-away view of the ATLAS inner detector
The combination of precision trackers at small radius together with the TRT
at a larger radius gives very robust pattern recognition and high precision in R-φ
and z coordinates. Hits at large radius contribute significantly to the momentum
measurement.
The inner detector system provides tracking measurements in range matched
by the precision measurements of the electromagnetic calorimeter. Besides these
features, the electron identification capabilities are enhanced by the detection of
transition-radiation photons in the xenon-based gas mixture of the straw tubes. Im-
pact parameter measurements and vertex measuring for heavy-flavor and τ -lepton
tagging could also be done by the semi-conductor trackers. The innermost layer of
pixels are able to enhance the measurement of the secondary vertex too.
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3.2.3 Calorimetry
Figure 3.6 gives a cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system. These calorime-
ters cover the range of |η| < 4.9 [50], which is a very large range. The ATLAS
calorimetry system[44, 45] uses different techniques to satisfy the widely varying re-
quirements of the physics system and cover the very large η-range. The EM calorime-
ter has fine granularity to measure the electrons and photons precisely over the η
region matched to the inner detector. The rest of the calorimeter system has coarser
granularity which is sufficient to satisfy the physics requirements for jet reconstruction
and EmissT measurements. The calorimetry system of ATLAS provides good contain-
ment for both electromagnetic and hadronic showers. Since the muon detectors are
outside the calorimeters, calorimeters have to also keep particles from penetrating
into the muon detectors. Because of this, the total thickness of the EM calorimeter
is a very important consideration when designing. The total thickness of the EM
calorimeter is over 22 radiation lengths(X0) in the barrel region and over 24 X0 in
the end-cap region. In order to get good resolution for high energy jets, the hadronic
calorimeter in the barrel regions have about 9.7 interaction lengths(λ) and end-cap
regions has about 10 λ. The total thickness of 11 λ at η = 0 which is the shortest
distance to the muon detectors is sufficient to stop particles from entering into the
muon detectors. This thickness can also ensure a good EmissT measurement for many
physics signatures, particularly for SUSY searches with the help of large η-coverage.
Both the electromagnetic calorimeter and the hadronic calorimeter will be briefly
introduced.
The EM calorimeter is divided into two parts: barrel part and two end-cap parts.
The barrel part covers region with |η| < 1.475 and the end-cap parts cover the region
with 1.375 < |η| < 3.2. The EM calorimeter is a lead-LAr detector with kapton
electrodes and lead absorber plates covering its full coverage. The accordion shaped
absorber provides complete φ symmetry with no crack region in the azimuthal direc-
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tion. Different position with different η has different lead thickness in the absorber
plates. The thickness is optimized for different η as a function of EM calorimeter
performance. The barrel calorimeter consists two identical half-barrels with a 4 mm
gap at z = 0. Each of the two end-cap calorimeters has two coaxial wheels. The outer
wheel covers the η region 1.375 < |η| < 2.5 and the inner wheel covers 2.5 < |η| < 3.2.
The hadronic calorimeters have three parts: the tile calorimeter, the LAr hadronic
end-cap calorimeter and the LAr forward calorimeter. The tile calorimeter is posi-
tioned right outside the barrel EM calorimeter envelope. The barrel part covers
region |η| < 1.0. The two extended barrel parts as shown in figure 3.6 cover the
region 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. The tile calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter with steel as
absorber and scintillating tiles as the active material. The barrel and extended parts
are divided into 64 modules in azimuthal direction and 3 layers in the radial direction.
The total thickness of the tile calorimeter at the outer edge is around 9.7 λ at η = 0.
The LAr Hadronic End-cap Calorimeter(HEC) has two independent coaxial wheels
per end-cap. Both of the wheels are located behind the end-cap electromagnetic
calorimeter. Each of the wheels is made of 32 identical wedge-shaped modules. Each
end-cap has totally four layers in depth dividing each wheel into two segments. The
wheels are made of copper plates with increasing thickness from the interaction point
to further distance away. The outer radius of the copper plates is 2.03 m and the inner
radius is 0.475 m. These copper leaves have LAr in between with thickness of 8.5 mm
as the active medium for the sampling calorimeter. The Forward Calorimeter(FCal)
is integrated into the end-cap cryostats in the forward direction to give uniformity
of the calorimetric coverage as well as reduce the radiation background levels in the
muon spectrometer. The FCal uses a really high-density design as the front face of
the FCal is recessed by about 1.2 meters with respect to the EM calorimeter front
face. The FCal is about 10 interaction lengths deep and each end-cap consists three
modules. The inner module is made of copper for electromagnetic measurements.
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The other two modules are made of tungsten for hadronic interaction measurement.
Each module consists of a metal matrix, with regularly spaced longitudinal channels
filled with the electrode structure consisting of concentric rods and tubes parallel to
the beam axis. The LAr in the gap between the rod and the tube is the sensitive
medium. This geometry allows for excellent control of the gaps, which are as small
as 0.25 mm in the first section, in order to avoid problems due to ion buildup.
Figure 3.6: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system
3.2.4 Muon system
The muon spectrometer [46] of ATLAS is designed to detect charged particles
going through and to measure their momentum within the pseudorapidity range
|η| < 2.7. The muon system is also part of the trigger system to trigger on particles
within region |η| < 2.4. The muon spectrometer is located at the very outside of the
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whole ATLAS detector. Muon with momenta down to several GeV ( 3 GeV , due to
energy loss in the calorimeters) could be measured alone by the muon spectrometer.
The driving performance goal of the muon spectrometer is to reach a stand-alone
transverse momentum resolution of approximately 10% for 1 TeV tracks which could
translate to a sagitta along the z direction of about 500 µm, to be measured with a
resolution of ≤ 50 µm. The muon spectrometer could also get adequate momentum
resolution and excellent charge identification at high end of the accessible range( 3
TeV ) by stand-alone measurement.
The precision-tracking chambers have two groups. The end-cap chambers are in
front and behind the two end-cap toroid magnets, while the chambers in the barrel
region are located between and on the eight coils of the superconducting barrel toroid
magnets. The muon chamber system is symmetric around φ angle as similar to the
symmetry of the toroids, which consists of eight octants. Each octant is sub-divided
along azimuthal direction in two sectors with slightly lateral extensions, one large
and one small sector, leading to a region of overlap along φ. The overlap of the
chambers minimizes the gaps in detector coverage. The relative alignment of the
adjacent sectors could also be done using the tracks recorded by both the large and
small chambers.
The chambers in the barrel are arranged in three concentric cylindrical shells
around the beam axis at radii of around 5 meters, 7.5 meters, and 10 meters. The
end-cap chambers from large the wheels are perpendicular to the beam direction and
located at distance of |z| ≈ 7.4 meters, 10.8 meters, 14 meters, 21.5 meters from the
integration point. Figure 3.7 shows the cross section view of the muon system in the
plane transverse to the beam axis. Figure 3.8 gives the cross section view of the muon
system in the plane along the beam axis, z direction.
There are gaps left in the chamber coverage for various purposes in the muon
spectrometer. The gap in the center of the detector(|η| ≈ 0) is left to allow services
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Figure 3.7: Cross-section view of muon system in the plane transverse to the beam
axis, x− y plane
Figure 3.8: Cross-section view of the muon system in the plane along the beam axis,
z direction.
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to the solenoid magnet, calorimeters and inner detector. This will cause a missing
recording angular region of the muon spectrometer about ± 4.8◦ (|η| ≤ 0.08) if
measured from the interaction point in the large sectors and ± 2.3◦ (|η| ≤ 0.04) in
the small sectors. The other gaps appear in sectors 12 and 14 due to the support
structure(feet) of the ATLAS detector.
The precision momentum measurement is performed by the Monitored Drift Tube
chambers(MDT’s) [51] at |η| ≤ 2.0. The MDT chambers have three to eight layers of
drift tubes, operated at an absolute pressure of 3 bar with an average resolution of
80 µm per tube(35 µm per chamber). In the forward region(2 ≤ |η| ≤ 2.7), Cathode-
Strip Chambers(CSC) [52] are used in the inner most tracking layer because of its
higher rate capability and time resolution. The CSC’s are multi-wire proportional
chambers with cathode planes segmented into strips in orthogonal directions. The
resolution of a chamber is 40 µm in the bending plane and about 5 mm in the
transverse plane. The MDT wires and CSC strips are located along a muon trajectory
within 30 µm using a high-precision optical alignment system.
Another essential design criterion of the muon system was to trigger on muon
tracks. A system of fast trigger chambers capable of delivering track information
within a few tens of nano-seconds after passage of the particles is designed for
the precision-tracking chambers. Resistive Plate Chambers(RPC) [53] and Thin
Gap Chambers(TGC) [46, 54] are responsible for the fast triggering in the barrel
region(|η| ≤ 1.05) and in the end-cap(1.05 ≤ |η| ≤ 2.4) region. Both of the two types
of chambers deliver signals within a spread of 15-25 ns, thus providing the ability to
tag the beam-crossing. The trigger chambers measure the track in two dimensions,
one in the bending(η) plane and one in the non-bending(φ) plane.
The purpose of the precision-tracking chambers is to determine the coordinate of
the track in the bending plane. To get the chamber’s coordinate in the non-bending
plane, we match the MDT and trigger chamber hits in the bending plane and find
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the chamber’s coordinate in the non-bending plane as the second coordinate of the
MDT measurement.
As the muon system is located at the very outside of the ATLAS detector, it has
to be designed to tolerate the radiation levels in the experimental hall to protect the
detectors and electronics inside from aging effect caused by the radiation. All the
components in muon system are required to test under a radiation which is five times
of the prediction level by the simulation studies.
3.2.5 Forward detectors
Three smaller sets of detectors are built to provide good coverage in the very
forward region(small |η|) besides the main ATLAS detector systems described before.
Starting from the interacting point along the beam direction, the systems are
Cerenkov detector which is called LUCID(LUminosity measurement using Cerenkov
Integrating Detector), Zero-Degree Calorimeter(ZDC) and the absolute luminosity
detector ALFA(Absolute Luminosity For ATLAS) [55]. LUCID is the main relative
luminosity monitor in ATLAS. It’s located at a distance of ±17 m from the inter-
action point, close to TAS(Target Absorber Secondaries) collimator. Zero-Degree
Calorimeter(ZDC) is located at ± 140m which is the point where the LHC beam-
pipe is divided into two separate pipes. The ZDC is actually right after beam-pipe
splitting point. The ZDC is mainly responsible for detecting forward neutrons in
heavy-ion collisions. Absolute luminosity detector ALFA is the farthest detector at
approximately ± 240m from the interaction point. In addition to all the detectors
described before, the proton-tagging detectors are located at a even farther distance
about ± 420m from the interaction point.
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3.2.6 Trigger,readout, data acquisition, and control systems
The trigger system [47, 48] on ATLAS detector consists three level selections:
Level-1 (L1) [47], Level-2 (L2)[48], and event filter. The High-Level Trigger(HLT)[48]
refers to the L2 and event filter combined. The L1 trigger is implemented using
custom-made electronics specially designed for ATLAS. However, the HLT’s are al-
most all using commercial computers and networking hardware. The diagram of the
trigger and data acquisition systems are shown in figure 3.9. The L1 trigger uses the
Figure 3.9: Block diagram of the ATLAS trigger and data acquisition systems
signatures from high-pT muons, electrons/photons, jets, and τ -leptons which decays
into hadrons to identify particle decay events. The L1 triggers will also seek events
with large missing transverse energy(EmissT ) and large total transverse energy by us-
ing reduced-granularity information from a subset of detectors: the Resistive Plate
Chambers(RPC) and Thin-Cap Chambers(TGC) for high pT muons, calorimeter sub-
systems for electromagnetic clusters, jets, τ -leptons, EmissT , and large total transverse
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energy. The Level-1 trigger reduces the event rate from approximately 40 MHz to
100 kHz[1]. The decision time for a Level-1 accept is 2.5µs.
The Level-2 trigger is seeded by Region-of-Interest(RoI’s). These regions follow
the area where the L1 trigger has identified possible triggered objects within the event.
For Run-2, the Level-2 trigger and event filter computer clusters have been merged
into a single event processing HLT farm, which reduces the complexity and allows for
dynamic resource sharing between algorithms. This new arrangement reduces code
and algorithm duplication which results in a more flexible HLT, reducing duplicated
data-fetching.
The HLT algorithms use the full granularity and precision of calorimeter and muon
chamber data combined with data from inner detector, to refine the trigger selections.
The threshold cuts are improved by good information on energy deposition. Particle
identification is enhanced significantly by track reconstruction in the inner detector.
The HLT further reduces the events rate from approximately 100 kHz to around 1
kHz.
The data acquisition system(DAQ)[56, 48] receives and buffers the event data
from the L1 trigger through readout electronics. The rate will be at L1 trigger rate.
The data transmission is performed over point-to-point Readout Links(ROL’s). The
HLT will request event information from the DAQ system then. For those events
fulfilling the L2 trigger selection criteria, they will be used for event-building. The
assembled events will be then moved to the event filter for future event selection.
The events finally going through event selection will be moved to permanent event
storage. The DAQ system, not only controls the movement of data transit in the
trigger selection chains, but also provides configuration, controlling and monitoring
of the ATLAS detector during data-taking. The Detector Control System(DCS) [57]




Object Reconstruction and Identification
When particles go through different sub-detectors in ATLAS detector, the trigger
and data processing system of ATLAS will process and record these signals. The
data is saved in different pieces categorized by different sub-detectors. The data at
this stage can’t be used by physicists for data analysis as it has to go through further
processing. The data used for physics analysis has to be object-based which means
physicists have to transform and combine the information from different sub-detectors
to the information (information of vertex, track, momentum or energy, etc) of differ-
ent type of particles. This process is called object reconstruction and identification.
Reconstruction is the process which combines all the data in different sub-detector
of ATLAS to get information about the vertex, track, momentum and energy in-
formation associated to certain particles. Only object reconstruction is not enough,
furthermore, we also need to identify what kind of particles are associated with the
reconstructed information. This process is called object identification. Object recon-
struction and identification play important role in physics data analysis because they
are the step converting the electric signals and data to physical objects which could be
directly used by physicists. On the other hand, the reconstruction and identification
are usually associated with significant systematic uncertainties which will affect the
sensitivity of a data analysis. So getting an idea about how the reconstruction and
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identification work are quite critical.
In the bbττ analysis, there are electrons, muons, τs ,jets and EmissT involved. So
there will be discussion on the procedures of reconstructing and identifying these
specific types of objects. As we further require some of the jets to be b-tagged, the
b-tagging and overlap removal algorithms are discussed within this chapters as well.
4.1 Electrons
Electrons are reconstructed and selected using the measured track properties and
shape of energy deposit clusters in the calorimeter, track-to-cluster matching informa-
tion and the quality of the track. Electron candidates are identified using a likelihood
technique [58].
The electron reconstruction procedure consists fitting a track using Inner Detector
information and matching it to an energy cluster in the EM calorimeter. Not all of the
objects built by the electron reconstruction algorithms are prompt electrons which
are considered signal objects. Electron identification(ID) algorithms are then applied
after the reconstruction in order to discriminate between prompt, isolated electron
candidates(signal) from background-like objects. The background-like objects could
possibly come from photon conversions, hadron mis-identification and heavy flavor
decays. Figure 4.1 shows how one electron is reconstructed and identified, as well
as, the sub-detectors involved in the procedure. There are three levels of electron
identification operating points typically provided for electron ID. These are referred
as Loose, Medium, and Tight. Tight operating point has the highest background
rejection efficiency, while Loose working point has the lowest. The operating points
are defined such that the set of electron candidates with higher background rejection is
a subset of the electron candidates with lower background rejection (Tight⊂Medium
⊂ Loose) [58]. In other words, electrons passing Tight operating point will also pass
Medium and Loose operating point, for instance.
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Loose working point is required for electrons to be passed in this analysis. The
Loose working point with additional track hit requirement will provide an electron
identification efficiency of 95%. The four-momentum of the central electrons (|η| ≤
2.47) is computed using both the information in the final cluster and the track from
inner detector best matched to the original seed cluster. The electron energy is given
by the cluster energy. Electron candidates are required to have pT ≥ 7 GeV. Due to
the barrel-end cap transition region of the calorimeter(Crack Region), the electron
candidates in region with 1.37 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.52 are vetoed. In order to further reject
hadronic jets misidentified as electrons, the electrons are required to be isolated by
imposing the Loose isolation working point requirement. Two of the main isolation
variables used are calorimeter-based isolation and track-based isolation. The isolation
requires no near-by tracks or calorimeter energy deposits with in a variable size(pT
dependent). This isolation requirement could be inverted to provide control region
for estimating background in the signal region.
Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the electron reconstruction and identification procedure
and the sub-detectors involved
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4.2 Muons
Information primarily from the inner detector(ID) and muon spectrometer(MS),
supplemented by information from the calorimeters, is used to identify and precisely
reconstruct muons in ATLAS detector [59]. Muon reconstruction is first performed
independently in the inner detector and muon spectrometer. Then the information
from individual sub-detectors is combined to form the muon tracks which will be used
in physics analysis.
The muon spectrometer(MS) is the outermost sub-detectors on ATLAS. The goal
of MS is to detect charged particles in the pseudorapidity region |η| ≤ 2.7, and provide
high momentum resolution better than 3% over a wide pT range and up to 10% at
pT ≈ 1 TeV. The Resistive Plate Chambers(RPC, three doublet layers for |η| ≤ 1.05
) together with the Thin Gap Chambers(TGC, three triplet and doublet layers for
1.0 ≤ |η| ≤ 2.4) provide triggering and η, φ position measurements of muons. Precise
muon momentum measurement is possible up to region |η| = 2.7 by three layers of
Monitored Drift Tube Chambers(MDT). Each of the MDT chamber provide 6 to 8 η
measurements along the muon track. The Cathode Strip Chambers(CSC) is installed
in the inner layer instead of MDTs for region with |η| ≥ 2.0 in the end cap region for
muon momentum measurement. The single hit resolution in the bending plane for the
MDT and the CSC is about 80 µm and 60 µm, respectively. Muon reconstruction
in the MS starts with a search for hit pattern inside each muon chamber to form
segments. The MDT segments are then reconstructed by performing a straight-line
fit to the hits found in each layer. The coordinate orthogonal to the bending plane
will be provided by the RPC or TGC hits. Segments in the CSC detectors are built
using a separate combinational search in the η and φ detector plane. The muon
track candidates are then built by fitting together hits from segments in different
layers. The algorithm used a segment-seeded combinational search starting with the
segments generated in the middle layers of the detector where more trigger hits are
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available. The search is then extended to use the segments in outer and inner layers
as seeds. At least two matching segments are required to build a track in the barrel or
endcap region. However, in the barrel-endcap transition region, a single high quality
segment with η and φ information is enough to build a track. When building the
track initially, one segment could be used for different track candidates. The overlap
removal algorithm will select the best assignment to a single track or let two tracks
share the same segment later. A global χ2 fit is performed on the hits associated with
each track. We will accept the track candidate if the χ2 of the fit satisfies the selection
criteria. Hits providing large contribution to the χ2 are removed and the track fit
is repeated. A hit recovery procedure is also performed looking for additional hits
consistent with the candidate trajectory. The track candidate is refit if additional
hits are found.
The inner detector(ID) provides an independent measurement of the muon track
close to the interaction point. The Silicon Pixels(|η| ≤ 2.0), Semi-Conductor Tracker(|η| ≤
2.0) and Radiation Tracker|η| ≤ 2.5 provide high-resolution coordinate measurements
for track reconstruction inside an axial magnetic field of 2 T. The reconstructed track
in the barrel region has typically 3 Pixel hits, 8 SCT hits, and approximately 30 TRT
hits. The muon reconstruction in the inner detector will be similar to other charged
particle in the inner detector.
Muon identification is performed according to several reconstruction criteria which
will give different muon ”types”. Based on the availability of information from MS
or ID, we define the different types of muon as:
• Stand-Alone(SA) muons: the muon trajectory is reconstructed only in the
MS. The parameters of the muon track at the interaction point are determined
by extrapolating the track back to the point of closest approach to the beam
line with consideration of the energy lost in the calorimeter between ID and MS.
SA muons are mainly used to extend acceptance in the η range, 2.5 ≤ |η| ≤ 2.7
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which is not covered by the ID. In general, the muons have to transverse at
least two layers of MS chambers to provide a track measurement.
• Combined(CB) muons: This is the main type of the reconstructed muons.
The track reconstruction is performed independently first in the ID and MS.
Then a combined track is reconstructed from the independent MS track and ID
track.
• Segment-tagged(ST) muons: A track in the ID with extrapolated track in
the MS associated with at least one local track segment in the MDT or CSC
chambers. ST muons are used to increase the acceptance for muons which
crossed only one layer of the MS chambers. These muons are usually either
have low pT or fall into regions with low MS acceptance.
• Calorimeter-tagged(CaloTag) muons: A track in the ID associated to an
energy deposit in the calorimeter compatible with a minimum ionizing parti-
cle. This type of muon clearly has the lowest purity because there is no MS
information used when reconstructing. However, it recovers acceptance in the
uninstrumented regions of the MS. The identification criteria of this muon type
is optimized for a region of |η| ≤ 0.1.
The muon candidates are required to have pT ≥ 7 GeV, |η| ≤ 2.7 with passing
the loose identification criteria. The equivalent loose working point is used to apply
isolation requirements in the tracking detectors and calorimeters to reject non-prompt
muons with 99% efficiency, independent of pT . Same as the electron, the isolation




The τ leptons decay either leptonically(τ → `ν`ντ , ` = e, µ) or hadronically (τ →
hadrons + ντ , denoted τhad). The proper decay length of τ lepton is 87 µm, meaning
that τ leptons decay typically before reaching the active regions of the ATLAS inner
detector. Thus, τ could only be identified using its decay products. In this section,
only the hadronic τ is considered [60, 61, 62]. As for leptonically decayed τs, we
identify their direct decay product, electrons or muons, and process together with the
reconstructed hadronic τs when reconstructing the di-τ invariant mass using MMC
[63]. The branching ratio of the hadronic τ decay is 65%. Among the hadronic τ
decay, one or three charged pions are presented with branching ratio equal to 72% and
22% respectively. The rest 6% of hadronic τ decays are with charged kaons presented
mostly. Approximated among 78% of all hadronic τ decays, at most one associated
neutral pion is produced [64]. These neutral and charged hadrons from τ decays are
the visible decay products of the τ leptons and will be referred as τhad−vis later.
The main background to the τ hadronic decays is from jets of energetic hadrons
produced via fragmentation of quarks and gluons. This kind of background is already
presented at the trigger level, which we also refer as online level. An electron or a
muon could also be misidentified as hadronically decayed τ with leptons misidentified
as the charged hadron from τ decay. Information from the narrow shower shape, the
distinct number of charged particle tracks and the displaced τ lepton decay vertex
are used for both online and offline event reconstruction.
The τhad−vis reconstruction is seeded by the energy deposits which have been
constructed as individual jet in the calorimeter. The jets are formed using the anti-
kT algorithm which was presented in the jets reconstruction section with distance
parameter R = 0.4 and calibrated using a local hadronic calibration(LC). Such jets
used the calorimeter TopoClusters as inputs. These jets must satisfy the following
requirement in order to seed a τhad−vis candidate:
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• pT > 10 GeV
• |η| ≤ 2.5
• A reconstructed primary vertex, at least three associated tracks.
If one or more primary vertices candidates are present, the one with highest Σp2T,tracks
is chosen. Inside one event, multiple simultaneous interactions could be presented,
sometimes the chosen primary vertex does not always correspond to the vertex at
which the τ lepton is produced. To reduce the pile-ups and increase the reconstruc-
tion efficiency, the τ lepton production vertex is identified among the previously
reconstructed primary vertex candidates in the event.
The τ vertex(TV) association algorithm uses information from all tracks with pT
> 1 GeV within the region ∆R < 0.2 around the jet seed direction. All these tracks
are also required to pass quality criteria based on the number of hits in the inner
detector(ID). The pT of these tracks is summed and the primary vertex candidate to
which the largest fraction of the pT sum is matched is chosen as the TV. New impact
parameters are recalculated with respect to the TV and τhad−vis tracks are selected.
TV will be used to determine the τhad−vis direction, associate tracks and build the
coordinate system for the identification variables.
To calculate the three-momentum of τhad−vis, the η and φ of the barycenter of
the jet seed TopoCluster, which are calibrated at the local hadronic calibration, have
to be first computed assuming zero mass for each constituent. The four-momenta
of all clusters in the region ∆R < 0.2 around the barycenter are recalculated using
the TV coordinates. All the four-momenta are summed later to get the momentum
magnitude pLC and the direction of τhad−vis. The mass of the τhad is defined to be
zero.
Tracks are associated to the τhad−vis candidate following the criteria below:
• Tracks have to be in the core region ∆R < 0.2 around the τhad direction.
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• Tracks’ pT > 1 GeV
• At least 2 associated hits in the pixel detector(including the Insertable B-
Layer(IBL)), at least 7 hits in total in the pixel and SCT detectors.
• The closest approach of the track to the TV in the transverse plane |d0| < 1.0
mm, and longitudinally, |∆z0sinθ| < 1.5 mm
The tracks in the region 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 are used for calculating the identification
variables and required to satisfy the same selection criteria. These selection criteria
is used when classifying τhad−vis candidates as a function of its number of associated
tracks. The distribution of the number of tracks associated to τhad−vis candidates is
displayed in Fig 4.2 respectively for 1-prong and 3-prong τ decays. Main cause of
the underestimation of the number of prongs is tracking inefficiency due to hadronic
interactions in the inner detector, while the leading cause of the overestimation of the
number of prongs comes from photon conversion tracks which pass the track selection
criteria. The reconstruction efficiency is defined as the fraction of 1-prong(3-prong)
hadronic τ which are reconstructed as 1-track(3-track) τhad−vis candidates. The track
and vertex selection described before play the dominant role for the reconstruction
efficiency. The reconstruction efficiency for 1-prong decays is relatively constant over
the whole τhad−vis pT range as it is showed in Fig 4.3. However, there is reduc-
tions on the efficiency plot for 3-prong decays on very low and high pT region. The
low-pT region reduction is due to the failure of the minimum transverse momentum
requirement on the charged particles, while the high-pT region is due to the increased
collimation of the decay products which leads to an increased probability to miss a
track because of overlapping trajectories.
As mentioned before, the jets of energetic hadrons produced via fragmentation
of quarks and gluons are the main background which is already presented at the
trigger(online) level. While the reconstruction of τhad−vis candidates provide very
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Figure 4.2: Number of reconstructed tracks for τhad−vis candidates from true 1-prong
and 3-prong τ decays.
little rejection against these jet background, a rejection against jets with a separate
identification step using the discriminant variables is applied. This rejection method
uses the information of the tracks and TopoClusters in the core and isolation region
around the τhad−vis candidate direction. The calorimeter provides information about
the longitudinal and lateral shower shape. The ECAL is sensitive to the π0 content
of τ hadronic decays which provide extra information. Separate Boosted Decision
Trees(BDT) algorithms are trained for 1-track and 3-track τhad−vis decays using sam-
ples: Z/γ∗ → ττ as signal and di-jet events as background. The full list of the inputs
variables for BDT training is provided below and summarized in Table 4.3:
• Central energy fraction(fcent): Fraction of the calorimeter transverse energy
deposited in the region ∆R < 0.1 with respect to all energy deposited in the
region ∆R < 0.2 around the τhad−vis candidate.
• Leading track momentum fraction(f−1leadtrack) : The transverse energy
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Figure 4.3: Reconstruction efficiency for 1-prong and 3-prong τ decays as a function












f track−HADEM X X
fEMtrack X X
mEM+track X X
pEM+trackT /pT X X
Table 4.1: Discrimination variables used as input to the BDT algorithms at offline
reconstruction and at trigger level, for 1-track and 3-track τhad−vis candi-
dates. Check marks mean certain variables are used
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sum, calibrated at the EM energy scale, deposited in all cells belonging to
the TopoClusters in the core region of the τhad−vis candidate, divided by the
transverse momentum of the highest-pT charged particle in the core region.
• Track radius(R0.2track): pT -weighted ∆R distance of the associated tracks to
the τhad−vis direction, using only tracks in the core region.
• Leading track IP significance(|Sleadtrack|): Calculated with respect to the
TV, the absolute value of the transverse impact parameter of the highest pT
track in the core region, divided by its estimated uncertainty.
• Fraction of tracks pT in the isolation region(f trackiso ): ratio between scalar
sum of the pT of tracks associated with the τhad−vis in the isolated region 0.2 <
∆R < 0.4 and the sum of the pT of all tracks associated with the τhad−vis.
• Maximum ∆R(∆RMax): In the core region, the maximum ∆R between a
track associated with the τhad−vis candidate and the τhad−vis direction.
• Transverse flight path significance(SflightT ): This variable is only defined
for multi-track τhad−vis candidates. It’s defined as the decay length of the sec-
ondary vertex from the tracks associated with the core region of the τhad−vis
candidate in the transverse plane, divided by its estimated uncertainty.
• Track mass(mtrack): This is the invariant mass calculated from the sum of
all four-momentum of all tracks in the core and isolation regions assuming a
zero pion mass for each track.
• Fraction of EM energy from charged pions(f track−HADEM ): Fraction of the
electromagnetic energy of the tracks associated with the τhad−vis candidate in
the core region.
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• Ratio of EM energy to track momentum(fEMtrack): Sum of the cluster
energy deposited in the electromagnetic part of each TopoCluster associated
with the τhad−vis candidate divided by the total sum of the momentum of tracks
in the core region.
• Track-plus-EM-system mass(mEM+track): Invariant mass of the system
composed of the tracks and up to two most energetic EM clusters in the core
region. The EM cluster energy is TopoCluster energy only deposited in the
pre-sampler and first two layers of the EM calorimeter. When calculating the
four-momentum of the EM cluster, zero mass and alignment with TopoCluster
seed direction are assumed.
• Ratio of track-plus-EM-system to pT (pEM+trackT /pT ): Ratio of the τhad−vis
estimated from the vector sum of track momenta which is required to be up to
two most energetic EM clusters in the core region to the calorimeter-only mea-
surement of the pT of τhad−vis.
There are three τ identification working points provided, labelled as tight, medium
and loose. Each of them corresponding to different τ identification efficiency and
background rejection power. The signal efficiency of different working points (ratio
between number of reconstructed τhad−vis candidates and number of true τhad−vis) for
1-prong and 3-prong τ decays could be seen in Fig 4.4. The BDT score is flatten
using a 3D transformation to make the efficiency independent from the true τhad−vis
pT . Fig 4.4 also shows that the efficiency will keep stable with respect to different pile-
up conditions. 1-prong τhad−vis has a better identification efficiency than the 3-prong
τhad−vis). Generally, at low transverse momentum region, τhad−vis candidates could
achieve an 40% signal efficiency while the background rejection efficiency is at 60%. As
part of the τ identification procedure, candidates with one core track overlap (∆R <
0.4) with an electron candidate(pT > 5 GeV) which has a high electron identification
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likelihood score are rejected. In this analysis, the selected τhad−vis candidates are
required to have pT > 20 GeV, with |η| ≤ 2.5, 1-prong or 3-prong, unit charge and
passing a medium working point.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Offline tau identification efficiency at different working point for (a) 1-
prong τ decay and (b) 3-prong τ decay from SM and exotic processes in
simulated data.
4.4 Jets
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [65] with a radius parameter
R = 0.4 applied to topological clusters of energy deposits in calorimeter cells using
the FASTJET software. The jet clustering algorithms are among the main tools
for analyzing data from hadronic collisions. We introduce distances dij [65] between
entities (particles, pseudojets) i and j and diB between the entity i and the beam (B)
as showed in Eq. 4.1. Inside the equation, ∆2ij = (yi − yj)2 + (φi − φj)2, ktj is the
transverse momentum of the entity, yi is the rapidity and φi is the azimuth of particle
i. R is the usual radius parameter as 0.4 or 0.6. The parameter p is to govern the














The clustering process will identify the smallest distance dij and recombine them
if they are entities i and j. If the smallest distance is between entity and beam(B), we
remove it from the list of entities. The distances are recalculated and the procedure re-








which means the dij between similarly separated soft particles will be much larger
than that between the hard particles. So in the anti-kt algorithm, soft particles tend
to cluster with hard particles long before they cluster among themselves. Hard and
soft particles here are a shorthand to describe the kinematic energy of the particles.
Hard particles will have more kinematic energy than the soft particles. If a hard
particle has no hard neighbors within a distance 2R, this hard particle will gather all
the soft particle around itself within radius R, forming a perfectly conical jet. The
anti-kt algorithm’s clustering preference makes it best at resolving jets but worst for
studying jet substructures.
When we do the jet clustering using the anti-kt algorithm, soft particles will not
modify the shape of the jet, only the hard particles do. When ∆12 < R, hard particle
1 and 2 will cluster to a single jet. The magnitude of the kt will determine which
particle the conical jet will be centered on. If kt1  kt2, the final single jet will be
centered on k1, vice versa. However when kt1 ∼ kt2, the shape will be very complex,
which will be a union of cones (radius < R) around each hard particle plus a cone(of
radius R) centered on the final jet.
If another hard particle 2 is present such that R < ∆12 < 2R, it’s not possible for
both to be perfectly conical. If kt1  kt2, jet 1 will be fully conical and jet 2 will be
partly conical because jet 2 will miss the part overlapping with jet 1, vice versa. If
kt1 = kt2, neither of the jets will be conical and we will simply divide the overlap part
with a straight line equally between them. When kt1 ∼ kt2, both of the cones will be
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clipped with the boundary b between them defined as ∆R1b/kt1 = ∆2b/kt2.
The jet energy is determined from reconstructed cluster energies at the electro-
magnetic scale. Correction factors derived from the simulation and data accounting
for response of the calorimeter to hadrons are applied. The pile-up jets are suppressed
using the tracking information [66]. All the jets in this analysis are required to have
pT > 20GeV, |η| ≤ 2.4 and are cleaned for detector effects, beam backgrounds and
cosmic rays.
4.4.1 b-tagging
A MV2 multivariate discriminant is used to identify the jets originating from b-
quark [67, 68]. This discriminant is trained against a background sample containing
10% charm-initiated jets. The MV2 algorithm uses variables from basic b-tagging
algorithms(IP2D, IP3D, SV1 and JetFitter) and combined them as a single multi-
variate discriminant. We use a working point which has average tagging efficiency of
70% for b-jets in tt̄ events. This provides a rejection factor of around 381(12) against
light(charm) jets.
Correction factors are applied to the simulated event samples to account for dif-
ference between data and simulation in the b-tagging efficiency for b, c, and light-jets.
The correction for b-jets is derived from the tt̄ events with two lepton final states.
Jet energy of the b-tagged jets also needs to be corrected because the muon from
semi-leptonic B-hadrons will carry away some amount of energy. To do this, we add
the four-momentum of the closest muon within ∆R of a jet to the calorimeter-based
jet energy after we removed the energy deposited by the muon in the calorimeter.
The jet four-momentum is also multiplied by a pT -dependent correction to account
for biases in the response. This correction takes into account the effect of the mo-
mentum of the neutrinos produced in B-hadron semi-leptonic decays and improves
the resolution of the di-b-jet mass distribution[69]. For non-dominant backgrounds
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that are estimated from simulations but typically not produced in associated with
b-jets, a ”truth-tagging” technique is used in order to retain the full statistical power
of the samples. For any given jet, a random MV2 weight above efficiency 70% is
generated. Every event is weighted by the efficiency of each jet to actually pass the
b-jet selection after the random MV2 value is generated. This technique is contrast
from direct tagging. The direct tagging algorithm is applied to the simulated events
and events failing a selection based on the b-tagging discriminant are removed. The
truth-tagging is applied to all samples except signal, tt̄, single top, and Z → ττ + bb
processes in this data analysis.
4.5 Missing transverse energy
The missing transverse momentum (EmissT ) used in the data analysis is an object-
based definition. The EmissT reconstruction process uses reconstructed, calibrated ob-
jects to estimate the transverse momentum imbalance in an event[70]. The definition














The jet, charged lepton, photon terms are negative sum of the momenta for the
respective calibrated objects. Calorimeter deposits are associated with reconstructed
objects in the following order: electrons(e), photons(γ),hadronically decayed τ , jets
and muons(µ). The soft term in the equation is reconstructed from the transverse
momentum deposited in the detector without being associated with any reconstructed
hard objects(The objects mentioned before.) This term could either be reconstructed
using calorimeter-based methods or track-based methods. From the components of
Emissx(y) , the magnitude E
miss
T and azimuthal angle φ











The total transverse energy in an event is defined as the scalar sum of all transverse















In the case of the anti-τ used for the fake-τ background estimation, the EmissT is
computed as a τ -like objects instead of a jet-like object to ensure they are calibrated
at the τ energy scale rather than the jet energy scale.
4.6 Overlap removal
Objects that have a geometric overlap (∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2) are removed accord-
ing to the following procedure:
• e-jet with ∆R = 0.2. Priority is given to the electron.
• jet-e with ∆R = 0.4. Priority is given to the jet.
• µ-jet with ∆R = 0.4 and fewer than three 3 tracks with pT > 500 MeV . Priority
is given to the µ.
• jet-µ with ∆R = 0.4 and three or more tracks with pT > 500 MeV . Priority is
given to the jets.
• e − µ with ∆R = 0.2 and sharing an inner detector track. Priority is given to
the µ.
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• µ− τ with ∆R = 0.2. Priority is given to the µ.
• e− τ with ∆R = 0.2. Priority is given to the electron.
• τ − jet with ∆R = 0.2. Giving priority to the better reconstructed object with
the following precedence:




The reconstruction and identification of individual objects have been discussed
in this chapter. As different data analysis requires different objects to be present in
the final state, thus different event reconstruction criteria will be applied accordingly.




This analysis uses Boosted Decision Tree(BDT)[21] to isolate and discriminate
signals from background instead of using series of cuts to do so. However, several pre-
selection criteria have to be applied to get rid of significant amount of background
before using BDT, as well as to define signal regions and control regions in both
τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels for the data analysis. The BDT plays a critical role in
this analysis which turned out to be one of the key features we have chosen to make
our final result stand out among all the di-Higgs final states analysis on both ATLAS
and CMS.
5.1 Trigger and data cleaning
In the τ`τhad channel, events are first checked to see if they pass one of the single
lepton triggers(SLT). In the electron channel, multiple single electron triggers are used
to maximize event acceptance. The events are required to have at least one electron
with pT > 24 GeV , passing ”medium” identification criteria and ”loose” isolation
requirements. In the later data-taking periods, the electron pT threshold is raised to
26 GeV , with the identification working point changed to ”tight”, candidate events
can also have at least one electron with pT > 60 GeV that passes the identification
criteria with no requirement on the isolation, or have at least one electron with pT >
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120-140 GeV which passes ”loose” identification criteria. In the muon channel, events
are required to have a muon with pT > 24-26 GeV corresponding to different data-
taking periods, passing the ”loose” isolation criteria or at least one muon with pT > 50
GeV with no other requirements. For the events fail to pass the single lepton triggers,
they are tested to see if they pass the lepton-plus-τ triggers(LTT). The LTT triggers
require either an electron with pT > 17 GeV or a muon with pT > 14 GeV , together
with a hadronic τ with pT > 25 GeV . Both the electron and τ are required to pass
their ”medium” identification working points respectively. During the later data-
taking periods, ”loose” isolation criteria, which is equivalent to the corresponding
offline isolation requirements, were applied to the light leptons(electrons or muons).
Furthermore, during the 2016 data-taking campaign, the LTT are required to have
an additional jet at Level-1 passing a 25 GeV pT threshold.
In the τhadτhad channel, events are first tested to see if they pass a single τ trig-
ger(STT). The τs in the STT are required to have pT > 80-160 GeV . The pT thresh-
old depends on different data-taking periods. Both of the τs are required to pass the
”medium” identification criteria. Events which fail to pass the STT are then tested to
see if they pass a di-tau trigger(DTT) or not. The DTT triggers require the leading
τ to have pT > 35 GeV and sub-leading τ with pT > 25 GeV . Both of the τs are
required to pass the ”medium” identification criteria. Similar to the LTT in the τ`τhad
channel, during the 2016 data-taking campaign, the DTT requires the presence of an
additional jet at Level-1 passing a 25 GeV pT threshold.
For both τ`τhad and τhadτhad channel, all triggers are run un-pre-scaled. The elec-
trons, muons, and τs reconstructed offline are required to pass the truth-matching to
match the triggered objects. Events containing jets but not associated to any real
energy deposits are discarded. All events are required to contain at least one primary
vertex with at least two associated tracks(with pT > 400 MeV .)
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5.2 τ`τhad event selection
In the τ`τhad channel, event selection that selects event compatible with containing
a lτhadbb+ E
miss
T final state is applied. Events passing this pre-selection are used for
the τ`τhad channel BDT later. The selection criteria is listed below:
• SLT events:
- Exactly one electron passing the ‘tight’ identification criteria or one muon
passing the ‘medium’ identification criteria (this also includes a require-
ment that the muon must have |η| < 2.5), with pT 1 GeV above the
corresponding trigger threshold used in that data-taking period making
sure the trigger efficiency is fully turned on.
- Exactly one hadronic τ with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.3.
- At least two jets in the event with pT > 45 (20) GeV for the leading
(sub-leading) jet.
• LTT events:
- Exactly one electron passing the ‘tight’ identification criteria and with pT >
18 GeV , or one muon passing the ‘medium’ identification criteria with pT
> 15 GeV . An upper limit on the pT corresponding to the equivalent SLT
thresholds for that data-taking period is applied.
- Exactly one hadronic τ with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.3.
- At least two jets in the event with pT > 80 (20) GeV for the leading (sub-
leading) jet. The pT threshold for the leading jet is due to the requirement
of the presence of a jet in the event for the Level-1 trigger.
• No other electrons or muons
• Opposite-sign charge between the τ and the light lepton (e/µ)
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• The invariant mass of the di-τ system (calculated using the Missing Mass Cal-
culator (MMC))[63], mMMCττ > 60 GeV .
5.3 τhadτhad event selection
Similar to the τ`τhad channel selection criteria, an event selection is also applied
to select events compatible with final state τhadτhadbb+E
miss
T . This selection forms
the set of events used for the τhadτhad channel BDT later. The selection criteria is as
below:
• STT events:
- Exactly two hadronic τs with |η| < 2.5. The leading τ must have pT >
100, 140, or 180 GeV for data periods where the trigger pT threshold are
80, 125, or 160 GeV , respectively. The sub-leading τ is required to have
pT > 20 GeV .
- At least two jets in the event with pT > 45 (20) GeV for the leading
(sub-leading) jet.
• DTT events:
- Exactly two hadronic τs with |η| < 2.5. The leading (sub-leading) τ must
have pT > 40 (30) GeV .
- At least two jets in the event with pT > 80 (20) GeV for the leading (sub-
leading) jet. The pT threshold for the leading jet is due to the Level-1
trigger requirement of the extra jet presence. For events collected during
year 2015 (and an equivalent portion of the MC) the leading jet pT thresh-
old is 45 GeV since there is no Level-1 jet requirement in the triggers.
• The two τs must have opposite-sign charge.
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• The mMMCττ must be > 60 GeV .
• Events containing electrons or muons are vetoed.
For both τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels, different event categories are split according
to the multiplicity of b-tagged jets. The events with exactly two b-tagged jets are used
as signal region for BDT. Events with zero or one b-tagged jet are used as control
regions for background estimation and validation. For one b-tagged events, the b-
tagged jet and the other highest pT jet are considered. For zero b-tagged events, the
two highest pT jets are used.
5.4 Boosted decision tree training
Boosted decision trees(BDTs) are used in this analysis to discriminate the signals
from background processes instead of using different cuts on the kinematic distribu-
tions of the events. Decision tree[21] is a kind of machine learning algorithm which
could be used for both classification and regression problems. The decision tree used
in this data analysis is the C.A.R.T decision tree [21] which uses the Gini Index to
justify the attributes with the greatest separation power. The decision tree will fi-
nally form a tree structured classification machine containing layers of decision nodes
and leaf nodes. For every decision node, the attribute which will give the smallest
Gini Index is chosen. As all the kinematic distributions in the events are continuous,
so that we will use the binary partition technique to find the working point for the
decision nodes. This also means that the attributes we choose could be used for many
times when forming the decision tree, unlike the categorical attributes which we could
only use once when forming the decision trees. Boosting here refers to AdaBoost [71],
which is a kind of ensemble learning algorithm, combining individual learner (Here,
it’s the decision tree. As decision tree is the only kind of learner we are going to use,
it will also be called base learner) to give better performance and prevent over-fitting.
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The AdaBoost algorithm will use the classification result of last round from the base
learner to adjust the corresponding weight of events in the training samples. All the
events in the training samples have equal weights for the first round training using
decision tree. Then after the first round, the wrongly classified events will get larger
event weight to get more attention from the base learner, while the events classified
in the right category will get a smaller weight. The process goes on until we have
got enough number of trees. Then we combine results from all the trees to do an
average or voting to get the right classification. The number of trees is one of the
tuning parameters we have to tune later in order to gain the best performance of
the BDT algorithms. There are also other tuning parameters involved when setting
up the BDT, they are listed in Table 5.1. MaxDepth and NinNodeSize are the
two stopping rules for the decision trees. Ncuts is the step length for the attributes
when doing training. You can think this as 0.01 if we do renormalization for each
individual to make the range be [0,1]. The AdaBoostBeta is one factor in the weight
for each base learner. It will control the learning speed of the BDT algorithm. All









Table 5.1: Tuned parameters used for BDT training in both τhadτhad and τ`τhad
channels.
The variables with the best separation power between signals and backgrounds
are used as the BDT input variables. Different variables are used for different sub-
channels which is as expected because of different particle composition and kinematic
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distributions in sub-channels. These variables are selected by choosing the highest
ranked variables with removal of the highly correlated ones. Definitions of the vari-
ables used are listed below:
• mhh: The invariant mass of the di-Higgs system which is reconstructed from
the di-tau and di-b-jet masses. Scale factors of mh /m
MMC
ττ and mh/mbb (where
mh is the value of the Higgs boson mass used in the simulation, 125 GeV ) are
applied to the four-momenta of the di-tau and di-b-jet systems, respectively, in
order to improve the mass resolution.
• mMMCττ :The invariant mass of the di-tau system, calculated using the MMC
algorithm.
• mbb: The invariant mass of the di-b-jet system.
• ∆R(τ, τ): The ∆R between the visible τs decay products.
• ∆R(b, b): The ∆R between the two b-jets.
• EmissT : The missing transverse momentum of the event
• EmissT φ centrality: This variable quantifies the position in φ of the EmissT with
respect to the visible decay products of the two τs. It is defined as:









sin(φτ1 − φEmissT )
sin(φτ1 − φτ2)
. (5.2)
The EmissT φ centrality is equal to:
-
√
2 when the EmissT lies exactly between the two τs; or
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- 1 if the EmissT is perfectly aligned with either of the τs; or
- < 1 if the EmissT lies outside of the φ angular region defined by the two τs.
Signal events tend to have larger values of the EmissT centrality as in these cases
the two τs are produced from the decay of a Higgs boson and the reconstructed
EmissT φ angle generally falls in between the two visible τ decay products.





T (1− cos ∆φ), (5.3)
where p`T is the transverse momentum of the lepton. Signal events tend to have
a lower mWT than the tt̄ process because the transverse mass of a lepton and
neutrino decaying from a W boson in a tt̄ event tends to peak at mW ≈ 80
GeV .
• ∆φ(h, h): The ∆φ angle between the two reconstructed 125 GeV Higgs bosons,
where the di-tau direction is taken from the MMC fit.
• ∆pT (`, τ): The difference in pT between the light lepton and the visible hadronic
tau decay products. This variable exploits the imbalance in pT in the visible de-
cay products caused by the different number of neutrinos accompanying leptonic
and hadronic tau decays.
• Sub-leading b-jet pT .
BDT trainings are done with the MC samples weighted by their predicted cross-
sections to separate the signal from the expected backgrounds. Events from signals
and backgrounds are first required to pass their respective selection criteria with 2
b-tagged jets. In the τ`τhad channel, since the tt̄ is the only dominant background in
the signal region, the BDT training on signals is performed against it only. Both the
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real(real τ decays) and fake(tt̄ decays with jet mis-identified as τ) τ components in tt̄
are taken from MC simulation when training the BDTs in τ`τhad channel. The BDTs
for the τhadτhad channel are trained against the three major backgrounds, as none of
them is dominant. The three dominant backgrounds in the τhadτhad signal region are
tt̄, multi-jet background and the Z → ττ + Heavy F lavor jets. The template and
normalization are derived as described in Chapter ??. Separate BDTs are trained for
each mass point in every probing model and for the non-resonant di-Higgs production
model.(2HDM resonant signals, RSG resonant signals, Non-resonant di-Higgs SM
signals). A signal injection test demonstrated that training BDTs against single
mass point signal samples led to mhh resolution to be as small as 12 GeV for lower
resonance masses. This resolution is far less than our resonant signal gaps at low
resonance masses(50 GeV ). Thus there is a chance that a signal might be missing in
between two MC signals. In order not to miss a signals falling between two MC signal
samples, each target mass is trained using its neighboring mass points in addition to
the central mass value(i.e. The BDT trained for 300 GeV will be trained on the
signal samples with mH,G = 275, 300 and 325 GeV ). When doing the training, the
neighboring signal mass points are both normalized to the cross-section of the central
mass point.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov(KS) test [72] is used to check and make sure the BDTs
are not over-fitted. The training and application are k-folded(k=2) depending on
event numbers to ensure they are statistical independent. Two trainings are per-
formed for each BDT classifier: one training is done on even event number events
and applied to odd event number events to validate and use, the other one is done
on odd event number events and applied to even event number events.
For resonant di-Higgs searches, the BDT input variables cover all resonance masses,
however, BDT input variables for non-resonant di-Higgs search and LTT category in
the τ`τhad channel are optimized for the low mass region. Similar sets of input vari-
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ables are used for the τhadτhad channel and LTT category. Table 5.2 lists all the
variables used for τ`τhad and τhadτhad.
Variable
τ`τhad channel τ`τhad channel τ`τhad channel(SLT resonant) (SLT non-resonant & LTT)
mhh X X X
mMMCττ X X X
mbb X X X
∆R(τ, τ) X X X
∆R(b, b) X X X
EmissT X
EmissT φ Centrality X X
mWT X X
∆φ(h, h) X
∆pT (`, τ) X
Sub-leading b-jet pT X
Table 5.2: Variables used as inputs to the BDTs for the different channels and signal
models.
Fig 5.1 shows the distributions of all the BDT input variables used in SLT channels
after the background estimations and full fitting procedures. Fig 5.2 are the BDT
input variable plots used in LTT and Fig 5.3 are the BDT input distributions used
in τhadτhad channel. The plots are all in log-scale with different background processes
stacked on each other. The red solid lines are the different corresponding signals
in each plot. The background processes stacked in are either from Monte Carlo
simulations or data-driven estimations. Details about backgrounds will be covered in
Chapter VI and Chapter VII.
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(k) Sub-leading b-jet pT
Figure 5.1: Distributions of input variables used in the τ`τhad channel BDT (SLT
resonant category) after performing the full fitting procedure described in
Chapter X and assuming the background-only hypothesis. The 500 GeV
2HDM signal is also shown.
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Figure 5.2: Distributions of input variables used in the τ`τhad channel BDT (LTT
channel) after performing the full fitting procedure described in Chapter
X and assuming the background-only hypothesis.The 500 GeV 2HDM
signal is also shown. The same set of input variables is also used for the
non-resonant search in the SLT channel.
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(f) EmissT φ Centrality
Figure 5.3: Distributions of input variables used in the τhadτhad channel BDT, after




Data and Monte Carlo Samples
Data is the root of the physics data analysis. Whatever methods used to analyze
the data are just as different tools to fetch water from a spring, whether it’s a bowl,
a bucket, or a plate. While the data is the source of the spring. Thus, it’s very
important to process data in an efficient and correct way. Monte Carlo simulations
are like a well people dig. We could get water from it too. We could use Monte
Carlo to simulate the particle collisions and get the same format of output as the real
data, however we have to generate them in the proper way and normalize them to
the proper amount.
6.1 Data
The LHC provides collisions at a rate of 40MHz, which will be reduced to 100 kHz
by the L1 trigger system, then 1 kHz by the high level trigger system of ATLAS [1].
This 1 kHz main physics data stream together with other lower rate physics stream
or calibration streams for various subsystems are processed by Athena framework
at the ATLAS Tier-0 computing facility. The data preparation is the first stage
for physics analysis and produces the primary physics analysis format, the Analysis
Object Data (AOD), with calibrations derived in a Prompt Calibration Loop (PCL)
running at the Tier-0 computing facility. Furthermore, data preparation also provides
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the data quality (DQ) assessment and the luminosity measurement. The data quality
assessment is made at several levels during the data preparation work flows. DQ
Monitoring(DQM) infrastructure is responsible for the DQ assessment for physics
analysis. The DQ problems are summarized in a database down to a granularity of
single luminosity block(which is around 1 minute) by the DQ experts at CERN. The
global DQ assessment later combines all various DQ problem with logic determined
by the Data Quality group to produce the good run list(GRL) for physics analysis.
The GRL is directly applied by physicists to exclude data that does not pass the DQ
criteria. The AOD from PCL are passed to the ATLAS Derivation Framework to
produce a vastly reduced version of the AOD, which we call DAOD. Physicists use
DAOD in conjunction with the GRL to process the data and produce final physics
result for publications.[73]
The result presented here are based on proton-proton collision data at a center-
of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV , collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC during
year 2015 and 2016. The data used is with an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1.
Selected data events are required to have all relevant components of ATLAS detector
in good condition. Two good run lists(GRL) are used corresponding separately to
2015 and 2016 data, with luminosity 3.2 fb−1 in year 2015 and 32.9 fb−1 in year 2016.
Events that cause error or with triggers not being able to process in the online
reconstruction are redirected to the ’debug stream’. 7 Events in the ’debug stream’ in
the τlepτhad channel passed the CxAODMaker pre-selection criteria. 1 out of 7 events
passes the SLT event selection, but has zero b-tagged jets and a BDT score of -0.5.
There is no event passing the LTT or τhadτhad channel selection criteria.
6.2 Monte Carlo samples
Monte Carlo simulations are widely used in the high energy experiment data anal-
ysis, including ATLAS experiment [74]. Physicists use Monte Carlo samples to sim-
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ulate the collisions between particles. Specifically, Monte Carlo samples are used to
simulate the background process which is to the signals of interest as well as the cross
section and topology of the predicted theoretical phenomena in signals. The process
of generating Monte Carlo simulation samples generally contains two steps. Firstly,
various of Monte Carlo generators are used to generate different particle collision and
decay processes, including both background and signal processes, with truth infor-
mation attached. Secondly, all the processes produced using generators are passed to
GEANT4[75, 74] detector simulation framework to simulate their interactions with
the ATLAS detector. The Monte Carlo simulations coming out from the detector
simulation will go through exactly the same data processing framework as the real
data and end up with the same format as the actual data. Fig. 6.1 shows a compari-
son between the processing paths of the actual data and the Monte Carlo simulation
samples.
Figure 6.1: A schematic illustration of data processing procedures of the Monte Carlo
simulations and real data on ATLAS
The signal samples for resonant di-Higgs production in the extended Higgs sec-
tor of Two-Higgs-Doublet Models(2HDM)[6] and the bulk Randall-Sundrum(RS)
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model[3, 4, 5] in extra dimensions were produced for 14 different mass points(260,
275, 300,325, 350,400,450,500,550,600,700,800,900,1000 GeV ). Only the gluon-fusion
produced resonant signals are considered in this analysis. The 2HDM model di-Higgs
signals are generated in MadGraph5 at leading-order(LO)[76] and showered using
Pythia 8.186 [77]. A14 tune [78] is used together with the NNPDF2.3LO parton
distribution function(PDF) set [79]. The decay products, SM Higgs boson mass, mh
is fixed to be 125.0 GeV . The width of the heavy scalar, H, is set to be 4 MeV.
The graviton signal G∗KK events are produced with different values of the coupling
constant c = k/M̄PI (1.0, 2.0). The k is the curvature of the warped extra dimension
and M̄PI is the effective four-dimensional Planck scale equaling to 2.4 × 1018 GeV .
The coupling constant c will decide the cross section and natural width of the RSG
signals. The resonance width is 55/220 GeV for c = 1.0/2.0 assuming a graviton mass
of 1 TeV. The c = 2.0 samples have a wider width and are used to study broader
resonances.
Non-resonant di-Higgs signals assume a Higgs boson mass of 125.09 GeV . The
Standard Model production diagrams are simulated using an effective field theory(EFT)
model that includes finite top mass correction through form factors. The signals are
generated using MG5 aMCNLO v2.2.2 at next-to-leading-order(NLO)[80] and inter-
faced to the Herwig++ [81] parton shower and hadronization model. UEEE5 tune
with CTEQ6L1 PDF set are used. Another set of signals are generated by reweigt-
ing the non-resonant signals to account for the effects of taking into account the full
top-quark mass dependence[18, 82].
For the generation of tt̄ and single top-quarks in the Wt and s-channel, the
Powheg-Box v2 generator [83] with the CT10 PDF sets in the matrix element cal-
culations are used. The electroweak t-channel single top-quark events are generated
using the Powheg-Box v1 generator. The Powheg generator uses the 4-flavor scheme
for the NLO matrix elements calculations together with the fixed four-flavor PDF
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set CT10f4. Top-quark spin correlations are preserved for all the top processes.
The parton shower, fragmentation, and the underlying events are simulated using
Pythia 6.428[84] with the CTEQ6L1 PDF sets and the corresponding Perugia 2012
tune(P2012)[85]. The top-quark mass in all the processes is set to be 172.5 GeV . The
bottom and charm hadron decays are modeled using the EvtGen v1.2.0 program[86].
tt̄ production cross section is calculated at NNLO+NNLL[87], while for single top
processes, the generator NLO cross sections are used.
Events containing W or Z bosons with associated jets are simulated using the
Sherpa 2.2.1 generator[88]. Matrix elements are calculated for up to 2 partons at
NLO and 4 partons at LO using the Comix[89] and OpenLoops[90] matrix element
generators and merged with the Sherpa parton shower[91] using the ME+PS@NLO
prescription[92]. The CT10NLO PDF set is used in conjunction with dedicated parton
shower tuning developed by the Sherpa authors. All W/Z+Jets events are normalized
to the predicted cross sections using NNLO calculations.
Di-boson processes with one of the bosons decaying hadronically and the other
leptonically are simulated using the Sherpa 2.1.1 generator[88]. They are calculated
for up to one (ZZ) or zero (WW , WZ) additional partons at NLO and up to three
additional partons at LO. The CT10 PDF set is used in conjunction with dedicated
parton shower tuning developed by the Sherpa authors. The generator NLO cross
sections are used.
Standard Model Higgs production in association with a Z boson, subsequently
decaying to a bbττ final state is an irreducible background to this analysis. The
qqZh(Z → ττ, h → bb) and qqZh(Z → bb, h → ττ) processes are generated with
Pythia 8.186[84], using the A14 tune and NNPDF23LO PDF set. The gluon-fusion
initiated Zh(Z → ττ, h → bb) process is generated with Powheg-Box v2[93] using
the CT10 PDF sets. The parton shower, fragmentation, and the underlying events
are simulated using Pythia 8.186[84] . The AZNLO tune[94] is used, with PDF
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set CTEQ6L1, for the modelling of non-perturbative effects. The cross section of
the qqZh(Z → bb, h → ττ) process is scaled up by 6% in order to account for its
gluon-fusion initiated counterpart, due to difficulties in modelling the gluon-fusion
component. For all ZH processes, the EvtGen v1.2.0 program[86] is used to model
properties of the bottom and charm hadron decays. Other SM Higgs boson processes
are checked and found to be negligible.
The complete list of names of Monte Carlo simulation samples, including both sig-





The Confucius once said ”While you don’t yet understand life, how can you un-
derstand about death?”. While we don’t know the known, how can we understand
the unknown? We have to make sure we understand the known at the first place if
we want to explore the unknown.
Similarly, the background estimation plays a very critical role in the data analysis.
In order to search for new physics or new particles using the LHC data, we have to
understand the known processes first, in other words, we have to model the processes
already known to us very well. We are able to find new processes only after we have
a very good understanding of the processes in the Standard Model.
In both channels, the background processes containing real τ lepton decays are
taken from MC simulations. The dominant background processes – tt̄ and Z/γ∗ → ττ
produced with the heavy flavor (bb, bc, cc) – will be normalized with the final fit to
the control region. Backgrounds with the reconstructed hadronic τ faking by jets
are estimated using the data driven methods. In both τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels, tt̄
events with one or more reconstructed hadronic τ decays mis-reconstructed by jets(so
called fake-τs) are estimated separately from data. In the τ`τhad channel, all the
fake-τ background from tt̄, W+jets, multi-jet are estimated using an inclusive fake-
factor method at the same time. In the τhadτhad channel, the fake-τ tt̄ background is
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estimated from data by measuring the Fake Rate(probability for a jet from a hadronic
W boson decay to be reconstructed as a hadronic τ), which is then used to correct
the MC simulation.
After the background estimation, the background modeling are compared with
data in 0,1 and 2 b-tag regions after the pre-selection described in Chapter V. We
found in both τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels, the background modelings are in good
agreement with data and work as desired.
7.1 tt̄ with true hadronic τ decays
In both τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels, the tt̄ background with true hadronic τ
decays is estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. The normalization of true τ tt̄
background is determined in the final fit. The normalization scale factor is mostly
dominated by the low-score region in the τ`τhad BDT distribution where the true τ tt̄
are the dominant background. The normalization between the τ`τhad and the τhadτhad
channels can only differ within an acceptance uncertainty. A normalization factor of
1.00± 0.12 is obtained overall, with the τhadτhad channel varied down by 18%.
7.2 Fake τ background estimation in the τ`τhad channel
In the τ`τhad channel, the major source of the backgrounds where reconstructed
hadronic τs are faked by jets(fake τ background) are tt̄, W+jets and multi-jet back-
ground. We use the so called ”combined fake factor” method to estimate the fake
τ background all at once in the τ`τhad channel, for both SLT and LTT events[95].
Because of the correlation between the three sources of fake-τ background, we are
unable to estimate them one by one in series. The τ ”fake-factor” is used to weight
the fake-τ events in the control region to get the right modeling of the corresponding
background in the signal region(SR). Due to different kinematic distributions between
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SLT and LTT categories, the τ fake-factors have to be calculated separately for SLT
and LTT events.
In the 2 b-tag signal region, the dominant source of the fake τ background is tt̄
(with fake τ decays, while some tt̄ decays to real τs). Small contributions of fake τ
background also come from multi-jet, single top, and W+Jets processes. In the 0 b-
tag control region, the dominant source of the fake τ background is W+Jets events.
However, in the 1 b-tag control region, either of the tt̄ and W+Jets backgrounds
dominates roughly 50% percent of total fake τ background. The τ fake factors are
measured regardless of τeτhad or τµτhad channel because we know that the jet faking
τ rate should be independent from the charged lepton flavor in principle. This is
verified by comparing the τ fake factor from τeτhad and τµτhad channels. We found
there is no significant difference between the τ fake factors calculated from τeτhad and
τµτhad channels. The τ fake factors(FF) are calculated separately for each process(tt̄,
W+Jets, multi-jet) in their corresponding control regions for 1-prong and 3-prong
hadronic τ decays. The control region for each process makes that certain background
absolutely dominant. The τ fake factors are parameterized on τ pT eventually and
applied on τ pT to get the distributions in the signal region.
The control region definitions for tt̄, W+jets, and multi-jet background are as
below:
• tt̄: mT > 40 GeV, in 2 b-tags region
• W+Jets : mT > 40 GeV, in 0 b-tags region
• Multi-jet : inverted lepton isolation requirements (”tight” electrons and ”medium”
muons are required to fail their respective ”loose” isolation working points), in
0 or 1 b-tag regions
The fake τ enriched sample is defined by applying the pre-selection defined in
Chapter V, but requiring the hadronic τ criteria replaced by the ”anti-τ” requirement.
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We require ”Medium” τ ID in the signal region, while in the fake τ region, we require
it to fail ”Medium” τ ID but with a BDT score > 0.35. In the case where the event
contains more than one anti-τ , one is chosen randomly. The τ fake factors are defined





Fig 7.1 shows the fake factors used to calculate the combined fake factor in the SLT
sub-channels. In Fig 7.2 and Fig 7.3, the fake factors in LTT sub-channel are showed
in τeτhad and τµτhad categories respectively. As there are no significant difference
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Figure 7.1: Fake factors for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong (right) τs for W+Jets in the
0 b-tag region, tt̄ in the 2 b-tag region, and multi-jet processes in the 0
and 1 b-tag regions for the τ`τhad channel (SLT category).
As described before, the fake factors are calculated for 1-prong and 3-prong
hadronic τ decays separately. The combined fake factor is then calculated using
the individual fake factors for different processes (tt̄, W+jets, multi-jet) by applying
corresponding component fractional ratios. The combined FF is applied to the fake
τ control region (full signal selection with τ ID failed, BDT score > 0.35) to model
the correct normalization and shape of the fake τ background in signal region. The
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Figure 7.2: Fake factors for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong (right) τs for multi-jet (top)
and W+Jets/tt̄ (bottom) for the eτh channel (LTT category). For the
W+Jets/tt̄ plots, the 0 b-tag region is dominated by W+Jets events and
the 2 b-tag region by tt̄ events, while the 1 b-tag region is a mixture of
the two.
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Figure 7.3: Fake factors for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong (right) τs for multi-jet (top)
and W+Jets/tt̄ (bottom) for the µτh channel (LTT category). For the
W+Jets/tt̄ plots, the 0 b-tag region is dominated by W+Jets events and
the 2 b-tag region by tt̄ events, while the 1 b-tag region is a mixture of
the two.
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combined fake factor is defined as:
FF (comb) = FF (QCD)× rQCD + FF (W/tt̄)× (1− rQCD) (7.2)
Since the 0(2) b-tag region is completely dominated by W+Jets (tt̄) events, we will
neglect the tt̄ (W+Jets) when calculating the combined fake factor in this region.
This is the reason that in Eq. 7.2 we have FF(W/tt̄) for 0 b-tag and 2 b-tag cor-
respondingly. In the 1 b-tag control region, fake factors are defined separately for
W+Jets and tt̄ processes and the relative contributions are taken using MC predic-
tions. The rQCD is the component percentage of the fake-τ QCD background out of
all the fake-τ background. Due to different amount of QCD background fraction in
different tag region, the rQCD is computed separately in each tag region.
The rQCD is measured as a function of the τ pT and defined as the fraction of fakes





The numerator is calculated by using data to subtract all predicted MC events in
the anti-τ region, both fake and true τ background apart from multi-jet as shown in
Eq 7.4, while the denominator is calculated by using data to subtract MC predicted
background with only true τhad decays.
N(multi− jet, data) = N(data)−N(true τhad,MC + fake τhad,MC). (7.4)
The rQCD is also cross checked in the previous run using data driven estimation
with the lepton fake factor method. Both of these two methods give almost identical
rQCD value. Due to simplicity, we choose to just use the rQCD from the MC prediction.
rQCD is calculated for 1-prong and 3-prong hadronic τ decays separately in each tag
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region for τeτhad and τµτhad category events.
Fig 7.4 and 7.5 are the rQCD distribution used when calculating the combined fake
factors. The τeτhad and τµτhad sub channels have different rQCD distributions and we















































































Figure 7.4: rQCD for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong (right) τs for the eτh channel (top)
and µτh channel (bottom) (SLT category).
Due to the low statistics in LTT category 2 b-tag signal region, the rQCD and FF
in this region have extremely large uncertainties. In order to avoid large statistical
uncertainties, we use the rQCD and FF calculated from 1 b-tag for the estimation of
fake τ background in the 2 b-tag region in LTT category. The validity of the combined
fake factor method is cross checked in the same sign control region. The same sign
control region is defined as events passing all pre-selection criteria but requiring the
hadronic τ and lepton to have the same sign charge. The same sign control region is
dominated by the fake τ background. We found good agreement between the data
and estimated fake τ background using combined fake factor method in the same sign
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Figure 7.5: rQCD for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong (right) τs for the eτh channel (top)
and µτh channel (bottom) (LTT category).
control region. When doing the validation of the background estimation in the same
sign control region, we used the rQCD and FF derived from the same sign control
region instead from the normal opposite sign region.
The possible background processes with jets misidentified as a light lepton(e/µ)
are estimated from Monte Carlo simulation because the jet faking lepton rate is
well modeled by MC and the discrepancies have a negligible impact on the analysis
compared with the impact caused by the jet faking τ rate. Approximately, the jet-to-
τ fake rate is 12 times larger than the jet-to-lepton fake rate and with a much larger
associated uncertainties.
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7.3 tt̄ with fake-τ background estimation in the τhadτhad chan-
nel
In the τhadτhad channel, the tt̄ background with one or more jets misidentified as
a hadronic τ (fake τ tt̄) is simulated with MC and corrected using fake-rates derived
from data in a control region because we knew that the tt̄ events passing the τ
ID in τhadτhad channel are badly modeled. The control region used to derive the τ
fake-rates is defined using the τ`τhad channel SLT event pre-selection with transverse
mass between the lepton and the EmissT (m
W
T ) greater than 80 GeV in the 2 b-tagged
region(The tt̄ control region in τ`τhad channel is with the m
W
T > 40 GeV ), however,
without the τ ID requirements applied on the reconstructed τs. The control region
is enriched with semi-leptonic tt̄ events (` + jet + 2 b-jet + EmissT final state) which
is used to calculate the fake-rates(FR). The fake rate is defined as the probability of





The FR is parameterized on τ pT calculated for 1-prong and 3-prong τs separately.
The FR is derived inclusively across the τeτhad and τµτhad channels to have smaller
statistical uncertainty. We are able to do this because we know, in principle, the
lepton flavor type should have no effect on the jet faking τ rate. The FR from τeτhad
and τµτhad are also cross checked and turned out to be within statistical uncertainties.
N(total) in Eq. 7.5 is the number of events passing the SLT selection described before
but without the ”Medium” τ ID requirement(τ -ID BDT > 0.35, !Medium). N(pass)
is the subset of the N(total) events with one of the jets passing the offline ”Medium” τ
ID requirement and the online τ ID. The online τ ID is achieved by requiring the τ to
be trigger-matched to the tau25 trigger. The tt̄ with true hadronic τ decays and other
Monte Carlo backgrounds are subtracted from the numerator and denominator when
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calculating the FR in order to make this FR specifically for fake τ tt̄ background.















































Figure 7.6: Fake rates for one-prong (left) and three-prong (right) τs for the tt̄ back-
ground estimation procedure in the τhadτhad channel. The categories
‘ehad’ and ‘muhad’ had refer to the semi-leptonic decay modes with eτhad
and µτhad final states, respectively.
The τ fake-rates are then applied to fake-τ tt̄ events taken from MC that have
passed the τhadτhad channel event pre-selection but have not been required to pass
the τ trigger or offline τ ID(tau ID > 0.35) because the τ ID requirements would
bias the overall prediction. The DTT pT threshold are applied to these fake-τ tt̄
events before applying the τ FR. A pT dependent systematic uncertainty is applied
to account for the difference in the pT distribution which would arise from combining
the DTT and the STT. The FR is applied to both τs if both of the reconstructed τs
are misidentified by jets since we use the FR to correct τs themselves rather than a
per-event weight. In the case where both of the τs from tt̄ events are real, we will
neglect these events here because the prediction of these events are entirely from MC
simulation.
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7.4 Multi-jet background estimation in the τhadτhad channel
A data-driven ABCD method is used to estimate the multi-jet background in the
τhadτhad channel. The ABCD method uses two uncorrelated variables to cut out 4
orthogonal regions. One of the 4 regions should be our signal region. We label these
4 regions as region A, region B, region C and region D. Because of the fact that
the two variables used to split these four regions are uncorrelated, there will be a
proportional relationship between these four regions which could be used to model
the distributions in the signal region, as showed in Eq. 7.6.
ND = Nc ×NA/NB (7.6)
A illustration plot of this methodology is showed in Fig 7.7 as well. The ratio of
NA/NB in the equation is often called scale factor or fake factor.
Figure 7.7: A illustration of the general ABCD method
The two control regions used here are a same-sign region(SS) where both of the
hadronic τs are required to have same sign charge and anti-τ region, where the
hadronic τ is required to fail the τ BDT ’Medium’ working point with BDT score >
0.35. The Multi-jet events in the opposite sign(OS) di-τ signal region are modeled
with events from the opposite sign anti-τ region, weighted by a fake-factor(FF). The
fake-factors are calculated in the SS control region as the ratio of the number of events
with both τ candidates to events containing at least one anti-τ . The FF is defined as
below in Eq. 7.7:
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where i represents a bin with certain number of τ decay multiplicity, STT or DTT
in (pτ0T , p
τ1




SS,i is called the fake factor. These fake factors are shown


































































Figure 7.8: Fake factor projections onto the leading τ pT for 1 and 2 b-tag events for
τ for 1-prong,1-prong (top left), 1-prong,3-prong (top right), 3,prong,1-
prong (bottom left) and 3-prong,3-prong (bottom right) τ pairs in the
DTT region, used to determine the multi-jet background in the τhadτhad
channel. (The descriptions are ordered as leading,sub-leading.) The fake-
factors are determined in the SS control region and are applied to OS
anti-τ events to model multi-jet background in the SR. The fake factors
used in the analysis are 2-dimensional, parameterized on the pT of the
leading and sub-leading τ .
In the anti-τ control region, one anti-τ may be paired with another anti-τ , or
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with a ’Medium’ τ candidate (i.e. one passing the nominal τ candidate selection
requirements). A random selection is performed if there is more than one possible
combination of candidates for pairing. Events with two ‘Medium’ τ candidates are
rejected from the anti-τ selection. The number of events in the SS control region is
of the same order of magnitude as in the OS region, while the number of events in
the anti-τ control region is an order of magnitude larger than that in the τ candidate
region. In each of the regions, the contributions from other background processes
(including the fake-τ tt̄ background component, which is estimated using a data-
driven method in the τhadτhad channel for BDT inputs variables) are subtracted from
the data using MC predictions.
Separate fake-factors are calculated for STT and DTT events, and for 1-prong
and 3-prong hadronic τs. Different fake-factors are calculated in the 0, and 1 b-tag
regions. The fake factors in the 0 and 1 b-tag regions for DTT events are determined
in a two-dimensional grid in bins of pτ0T vs. p
τ1
T . However, the STT and DTT 2 b-tag
regions do not have sufficient statistics to allow for the determination of pT-dependent
fake-factors. For DTT events, the 2D fake factors from the 1 b-tag region are applied
in the 2-tag region, while for STT events, unbinned 1-tag fake-factors(scale factor) are
applied in the 2-tag region. A 1-tag to 2-tag transfer-factor is applied in both cases,
as shown in Table 7.1. Transfer factor is defined as the ratio between the inclusive
fake-factors(single bin) derived in the 1 and 2 b-tag regions for both triggers together
but calculated separately for 1-prong 1-prong, 1-prong 3-prong, 3-prong 1-prong, and
3-prong 3-prong events.(Multiplicity of the leading τ decay and multiplicity of the
sub-leading τ decay)
7.5 Z+Heavy flavor jets background normalization
The cross-section of the Z boson production in association with heavy flavor
jets(b, c) is known to be badly modeled by Monte Carlo simulation. Thus we use
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Table 7.1: Inclusive fake-factors (FF) for DTT multi-jet events.
a data-driven method to model this kind of background. As we know the production
of the jets is independent of the decay mode of the Z boson, we could choose the
Z → µµ +Heavy F lavor Jets control region to derive the scale factor and then
generalize it to all Z+Heavy F lavor Jets background. The advantage of the using
the Z → µµ +Heavy F lavor Jets control region is that it provides a high purity
sample which is orthogonal to the signal region. The Z → µµ +Heavy F lavor Jets
control region is defined as below:
• events passing single muon trigger
• exactly two muons with pT> 27 GeV
• di-muon invariant mass(mµµ) between 81 GeV and 101 GeV
• two b-tagged jets, leading jet pT> 45 GeV , sub-leading jet pT> 20 GeV
• Higgs mass window veto, mbb < 80 GeV or mbb > 140 GeV , to remove contam-
ination from SM V H(H → bb) process.
The normalization scale factor of the Z+Heavy F lavor Jets background is derived
in the final fit by including Z → µµ + cc, bc, bb control region as one normalization
nuisance parameter. Both the Z+Heavy F lavor Jets background and true τ tt̄
background are allowed to float in the final fit to get the right normalization scale
factors. We assume that the normalization factor for Z → µµ + cc, bc, bb and Z →
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ττ+cc, bc, bb are correlated in the two regions. The tt̄ background is also correlated in
the two regions. The normalization factor for the Z+Heavy F lavor Jets background
is determined to be 1.45 ± 0.15 by the background-only fit. As this scale factor is
determined in the limit fit, uncertainty here is the full profiled uncertainty. This
procedure is common for both τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels. Table 7.2 shows the
yields of different background processes in the Z+Heavy F lavor Jets control region
(background-only post-fit).
Sample Post-fit yield
Z → ``+ (cc, bc, bb) 8540 ± 450
Top quark 4030 ± 420
Other (W + Z + (ll, lc, lb) + V V ) 320 ± 120
Total Background 12890 ± 110
Data 12897
Table 7.2: Event yields in the Z → µµ+ 2 b-tag control region for a background-only
fit. The category ‘Other’ includes contributions from W+jets, Z/γ∗+light-
flavour jets, and di-boson processes.
7.6 Z → ee background normalization
The Z → ee+Jets background has a negligible contribution in the τhadτhad channel
because of the fact that the two electrons are very unlikely to be misidentified as
hadronic τs at the same time. The normalization of the Z → ee + Jets background
is checked in a Z → ee+ Jets control region. The definition of the control regions is:
• Standard event selection in τ`τhad and τhadτhad region.
• mWT < 40 GeV .
• EmissT φ centrality > 0.
• di-τ visible mass, 81 GeV < mvisibleττ < 101 GeV .
• zero or one b-tagged jet in the event.
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The Z+Heavy F lavor Jets background normalization factor described in Section 7.5
is applied to the Z → ee+cc, bc, bb processes. In the zero b-tag control region, we found
a normalization factor of 0.81±0.06. A normalization factor consistent with unity is
derived in the one b-tag region. No normalization is applied to the central value of the
Z → ee+b-jet(s) background in the signal region. However, an uncertainty covering
the difference between the zero b-tag normalization factor and unity (1.0±0.19) is
applied to the 2 b-tag signal region in order to cover mis-modelings in the rate of




”A little error may lead to a large discrepancy” as an old saying in Chinese said.
Determining and constraining systematic uncertainties is very critical to a data anal-
ysis no matter for search new physics or measuring Standard Model processes. The
uncertainties could significantly affect the sensitivity of the data analysis thus it’s
very important to assess systematic uncertainties correctly and precisely. The sys-
tematic uncertainties are estimated and propagated through the full analysis to the
final result. For each systematic uncertainty, together with the variation on back-
ground normalization are always propagated into the fit. However, variations of the
discriminant shape are only propagated when they are significant.
8.1 Luminosity uncertainties
The total nominal luminosity used in this data analysis is about 36.1 fb−1. The
uncertainty on the integrated luminosity of the data set used in this analysis is 2.1%,
estimated following the same methodology as in reference[96]. The number is derived
from a preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale using x − y beam-separation
scans performed in August 2015 and May 2016. This correlated systematic uncer-
tainty is applied to all signals and backgrounds processes because the signals and
backgrounds are all normalized to the same luminosity as the data used. The lu-
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minosity uncertainty is not applied to fake τ backgrounds which are estimated from
data using a data-driven method in both channels.
8.2 Detector-related uncertainties
The background and signal Monte Carlo simulations both have detector simula-
tions involved as described in Chapter VI. Thus we have to include the uncertainties
related to detector simulations when using Monte Carlo simulations. In the τ`τhad
channel, there are leptons presented. So we will have to take account the systematic
uncertainties related to muons and electrons. In both τ`τhad and τhadτhad channel,
there are τs, jets and EmissT involved, so that we will have to also take into account
the systematic uncertainties of τ , jets and EmissT . Lastly, the jets are required to
be specifically b-jets. We will also consider the systematic uncertainties related to
the flavor tagging. The systematic uncertainties of the leptons are small compared
with those related to τs and jets. Table 8.1 summarized the categories of systematic
uncertainties considered in this analysis.
• Electrons: The electron energy scale and resolution are corrected to ensure
good agreement between MC predictions and data. Uncertainties related to
electron trigger, identification, reconstruction efficiency and isolation are taken
into account.
• Muon: In order to minimize the differences in resolution between data and
MC events, scaling and smearing corrections are applied to the pT of simulated
muons. So there will be systematic uncertainty on these corrections as a shape
dependent systematic uncertainties in the final fit. Besides these systematic
uncertainties on the corrections, muon identification efficiency and trigger se-
lection efficiency difference between data and Monte Carlo are also taken into
account as systematic uncertainties.
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Electron trigger+reco+ID+isolation SN 4
Electron energy scale SN 1
Muon trigger+reco+ID+isolation SN 12
Muon momentum scale+resolution SN 3
τ trigger+reco+ID+EOR SN 9
τ energy scale SN 3
Jet energy scale SN 3
Jet energy resolution SN 1
Jets JVT SN 1
Jet flavour tagging SN 14
Missing transverse momentum SN 3
Table 8.1: List of systematic uncertainties considered. An “N” means that the un-
certainty is taken as normalization-only for all processes and channels af-
fected, whereas “SN” means that the uncertainty is taken on both shape
and normalization. Some of the systematic uncertainties are split into
several components for a more accurate treatment.
• Tau: The τ energy scale and identification efficiency is corrected in Monte Carlo
to get better agreement with data. Systematic uncertainties related to the τ -
electron overlap removal, τ trigger and reconstruction are also considered as
normalization and shape variation in the final fit. None of these systematic
uncertainties has a shape change on the final BDT more than 5%.
• Jet: The jet energy scale(JES) and resolution(JER) uncertainties, as well as,
uncertainty due to pile-up effect are taken into account for jets.
• EmissT : Uncertainties on the energy scale and resolution of the electrons, muons,
jets and τs are propagated to the calculation of the EmissT , which also has ad-
ditional dedicated uncertainties on the scale, resolution and reconstruction ef-
ficiency of the tracks not associated to any of the reconstructed objects, along
with the modeling of the underlying event.
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• Flavor tagging: The flavor tagging efficiency is found to be different between
MC simulation and data. So a correction is derived to account for this difference
which is measured separately for b, c, and light-flavor jets[67]. The calibrations
and uncertainties on the mis-identification of c and light-flavor jets as b-jets are
derived from samples of W + c-jet events and multi-jet events in Run 2 data.
The uncertainty on the c-jet calibration is inflated by the difference measured
in W + c-jet events and semi-leptonic tt̄ decay events. Correction factors for
b-jets using tt̄ events have been derived using Run 2 data. All three correction
factors have many sources of uncertainty and are decomposed into uncorrelated
components, which are then treated independently resulting in 3 uncertainties
for c-jets, 4 uncertainties for b-jets, and 5 for light-flavor jets. Table 8.2 lists
the systematic uncertainties considered on flavor tagging.
Flavour tagging variations
FT EFF extrapolation
FT EFF extrapolation from charm
FT EFF Eigen Light 0
FT EFF Eigen Light 1
FT EFF Eigen Light 2
FT EFF Eigen Light 3
FT EFF Eigen Light 4
FT EFF Eigen B 0
FT EFF Eigen B 1
FT EFF Eigen B 2
FT EFF Eigen C 0
FT EFF Eigen C 1
FT EFF Eigen C 2
FT EFF Eigen C 3
Table 8.2: List of systematic uncertainties related to flavor-tagging considered in the
analysis.
Table 8.3 gives a summary of the systematic uncertainties related to electrons,
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EL EFF Reco TOTAL 1NPCOR PLUS UNCOR
EL EFF ID TOTAL 1NPCOR PLUS UNCOR
EL EFF Trigger TOTAL 1NPCOR PLUS UNCOR
EL EFF Iso TOTAL 1NPCOR PLUS UNCOR
TAUS TRUEHADTAU SME TES DETECTOR
TAUS TRUEHADTAU SME TES INSITU
TAUS TRUEHADTAU SME TES MODEL
TAUS TRUEHADTAU EFF ELEOLR TOTAL
TAUS TRUEHADTAU EFF JETID TOTAL
TAUS TRUEHADTAU EFF JETID HIGHPT
TAUS TRUEHADTAU EFF RECO TOTAL
TAUS TRUEHADTAU EFF RECO HIGHPT
TAUS TRUEHADTAU EFF TRIGGER TOTAL2016
TAUS TRUEHADTAU EFF TRIGGER STATMC2015
TAUS TRUEHADTAU EFF TRIGGER SYST2015










Table 8.3: List of systematic uncertainties related to electrons, muons, τs, jets and
EmissT considered in the analysis.
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8.3 Background modeling uncertainties
8.3.1 Uncertainties on Z+Jets modeling
Uncertainties on the Z+ jets background modeling related to the choice of renor-
malization and factorization scales are evaluated using the event weights included in
the Sherpa 2.2.1 samples, varying the scales by different combinations up and down a
factor of two. The envelope of all these variations is taken as the overall uncertainty
related to the choice of scale. Fig. 8.1 shows these variations with different scale com-
bination in terms of invariant mass of the two b-jets (mbb) and transverse momenta
of these two b-jets(pT(bb)).
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Figure 8.1: Effects of renormalization and factorization scale uncertainties on Z+Jets
background modeling for mbb (left) and pT(bb) (right) distributions.
The uncertainty on the choice of PDF set is evaluated in the identical way, also
using the event weights included in the samples. The PDF variations include 100
replicas of the nominal NNPDF3.0 PDF set and central values of two different PDF
sets, MMHT2014nnlo68cl and CT14nnlo. The NNPDF intra-PDF uncertainty is
estimated as the standard deviation of the 101 NNPDF3.0 sets. The uncertainty from
choice of the other two nominal PDF sets are set as the envelop of the differences
from the nominal NNPDF set. Fig. 8.2 shows the variations on different PDF choices.
The uncertainty on choice of different Monte Carlo generator is done by comparing
with Z + Jets samples simulated using MG5 aMCNLO v2.2.2[97] at leading order
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Figure 8.2: Effects of choice of PDF set on Z+Jets background modelling in the
τ`τhad channel for mbb (left) and pT(bb) (right) distributions.
interfaced to the Pythia 8.186[98] parton shower model. The A14 tune is used together
with the NNPDF2.3LO PDF set[79]. The EvtGen v1.2.0 program[99] is used for
properties of the bottom and charm hadron decays. The comparison plots of these
two generators are showed in Fig. 8.3.
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Figure 8.3: Effects of generator choice on Z+Jets background modeling in the τ`τhad
channel for mbb (left) and pT(bb) (right) distributions.
For all sources of these systematic uncertainties, the discrepancy from the nominal
sample is parameterized on mbb and pT(bb). These two variables have the largest
variations after the modifications on generator level. The discrepancy got propagated
through the analysis as a shape uncertainty onto the BDT output score. The effect of
these systematic uncertainties on the BDT output distributions is shown in Fig 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: The combined systematic uncertainties from all sources on Z+Jets back-
ground modeling in the τ`τhad channel for mbb (left) and pT(bb) (right)
distributions, for the 260 GeV (top), 400 GeV (center) and 900 GeV
(bottom) signal mass point trainings.
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8.3.2 W+Jets systematic uncertainty in τhadτhad channel
In the τ`τhad channel signal region with 2 b-tagged jets, true τ W+Jets plays a
really small role among all the backgrounds. A 30% uncertainty is assigned to account
for the uncertainties on production of W+HeavyF lavorJets. This is estimated from
the V H resonances analysis[100] with sources of uncertainties coming from generator
comparison, factorization and renormalization scale, PDF, and αs variations.
In the τhadτhad channel, significant amount of W+Jets background is presented.
Instead of only considering true τ background in the τ`τhad channel, we also have to
estimate the uncertainty on the fake τ background from the W+Jets Monte Carlo
simulations. In order to do this, we compare the MC simulation and data-driven
prediction of W+Jets background in the 0 b-tag control region from τ`τhad channel
which is dominated by W+Jets. We found a 31% uncertainty to cover the difference
between MC simulation and data-driven estimation. Table 8.4 shows the comparison
of the yields from MC simulation and data-driven prediction in the 0 b-tag control
region for W+Jets background.
Tranfer factors
MC W+jets fakes 43739.1
data driven 57288.7
difference + 30.98%
Table 8.4: Estimation of the uncertainty on the τ fakes by comparing the MC pre-
diction to the data driven prediction in the τ`τhadchannel.
Together with the production uncertainty of the W+Jets, which is 30%, Adding
these two uncertainties(31% and 30%) in quadrature gives us 43%. Thus, to be
conservative, we assign a 50% uncertainty as the total uncertainty of the W+Jets
background in the τhadτhad channel. Even we choose a relatively large uncertainty
here to be conservative, checks have been done to study the effect of this uncertainty.
As W + Jets only accounts for less than 1% contribution of total yields in the signal
region, thus this systematic uncertainty really makes no difference in the result.
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8.3.3 Uncertainties on top quark modeling
In both τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels, the tt̄ background component with fake τ
decays uses data-driven method to estimate instead of using Monte Carlo simula-
tion. So the generator level uncertainties of tt̄ background are only applied to the tt̄
component with true hadronic τ decays.
Generator level uncertainties related to tt̄ modeling contain the uncertainties as-
sociated with shower radiation and hadronization model. The estimation of these
systematic uncertainties follows the procedures below:
• Change the Powheg+Pythia 6 factorization and normalization factors up and
down by a factor of 2
• Compare the fragmentation model to Powheg+Herwig simulation
• Compare samples generated by aMC@NLO and showered using Herwig++ to
samples generated by Powheg and showered by Herwig++ to cover the uncer-
tainty due to the hard scatter generation in different generators.
Similar to what has been done for the Z+Jets background, the shape of these different
variations are parameterized as functions of mbb and pT(bb). Still, this is due to the
fact that these two variables are the most sensitive which have the largest variations
among all the kinematic variables. All these variations will be propagated to the
change in the BDT output score used for the final fit. Fig 8.5 and Fig. 8.6 show the
generator systematic uncertainty effect on mbb and pT(bb) in SLT and LTT categories.
Variation shapes from the τ`τhad channel are used for τhadτhad channel because
in principle the top background in τhadτhad channel should have identical variation
shapes. However, the overall change in acceptance due to the variations are signifi-
cantly different for τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels. An uncertainty is estimated to cover
the discrepancy on acceptance between two channels by comparing the MC-to-MC
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Figure 8.5: Effects of tt̄ generator acceptance uncertainties in the τ`τhad SLT channel
for mbb (left) and pT(bb) (right) distributions. The magenta lines represent




















































Figure 8.6: Effects of tt̄ generator acceptance uncertainties in the τ`τhad LTT channel
for mbb (left) and pT(bb) (right) distributions.
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ratio of true tt̄ yields change in τhadτhad and τ`τhad signal region. It is found to be
30% up and 32% down.
8.3.4 Z → ee and SM Higgs process uncertainties
For the Z → ee background, a normalization factor is derived in the Z → ee
control region with one b-tag and it is found to be consistent with 1.0. In this case,
no normalization correction factor is applied. However, we still have to consider the
uncertainty on this unity normalization factor to cover any discrepancy between data
and simulation in the rate for electrons faking τs. To check this, we compare the
normalization factor derived from the 0 b-tag Z → ee control region with the one we
get from 1 b-tag Z → ee control region which is unity. We found a 19% discrepancy
between these two normalization factors. We apply a 19% uncertainties to cover the
discrepancy between electron faking τ rate in data and MC simulations.
For the SM ZH background, a normalization uncertainty of 28% is applied based
on the latest experimental uncertainty of this measurement. A 30% uncertainty is
applied to the top-quark associated Higgs production background ttH.
8.3.5 Uncertainties on fake-τ background estimate in τ`τhad channel
The fake τ background in the τ`τhad channel is estimated and modeled using a
data-driven combined fake factor method. Several different systematic uncertainties
are applied for the fake-τ background in τ`τhad channel. The τ fake factors are used to
estimate the fake τ background in the signal region. So that the statistical uncertainty
together with the variations in the fake-τ estimation are included as a source of
normalization uncertainty. The fake factors are allowed to vary up and down by
their statistical uncertainty. When using the template from the anti-τ region before
applying fake factors, the true τ tt̄ background are subtracted. So the contribution
from the true τ tt̄ component is varied up and down by detector-related uncertainties,
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theoretical uncertainties related to tt̄ modeling, and also a 6% NLO cross section
uncertainty on tt̄ production. Fig 8.7 shows the detector related uncertainty effect on
the true τ tt̄ shape which will be subtracted when doing fake τ background estimation.
Fig 8.8 and 8.9 give the variation of the true τ tt̄ on generator level uncertainties. In
the control region where τ fake factors are applied to, contributions from electroweak,
single top, di-boson and Higgs background MC simulations are varied up and down
by 50% when estimating the fake τ background.






























































Figure 8.7: The estimated shape variation due to the effect of detector-related sys-
tematic variations on the tt̄ background component that is subtracted
from the data as part of the fake factor method. All sources of systematic
uncertainty are considered, but those lead to negligible variations are not
included.
When using the combined fake factor method to estimate the fake τ background,
the rQCD is also involved in this procedure. So the systematic uncertainties related
to the rQCD should also be taken into account. Similar techniques to the uncertainty
evaluation on fake factors are used here for the rQCD systematic uncertainties. When
calculating rQCD, there are MC simulation background subtraction involved too. The
uncertainties on MC simulations have to be considered. All backgrounds except tt̄
are varied by a uncertainty of 50% when calculating the rQCD. The detector related
uncertainties and generator related uncertainties on tt̄ modeling are also propagated
through the rQCD calculation. Both shape and normalization uncertainties are in-
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Figure 8.8: Shape variations when using different tt̄ MC generators in the fake-τ
estimate in the τ`τhad channel (SLT category). In the Herwig case the
large statistical uncertainties dominate.


















































Figure 8.9: Shape variations when using different tt̄ MC generators in the fake-τ
estimate in the τ`τhad channel (LTT category). In the Herwig case the
large statistical uncertainties dominate.
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cluded.
The multi-jet fake factors are derived from a control region with leptons failing
the isolation requirement. While the signal region does have an isolation requirement
on the leptons. An extra systematic uncertainty is derived to cover any discrepancy
caused by this. We compare the multi-jet fake factors derived from the isolated
lepton, same sign region with the ones from non-isolated lepton, same sign region.
The difference between fake factors from these two regions are considered to cover
the difference between isolated and non-isolated lepton region.
A systematic uncertainty is assigned to cover the difference in composition of fake
τs in the anti-tau control region and the signal region. A fit to the ratio of data to
simulation of the mhh distribution in a region with same-sign charge τ and lepton
and 2 b-tags is parameterized to obtain a variation on the output BDT score. The
fit is symmetrized in order to provide both up and down variations. The variable
mhh is chosen for the parameterization since this shows the largest variation in fake-τ
composition across the distribution, and shows the greatest discrepancies between
data and MC out of all of the BDT input variables.
An additional uncertainty on the fake-τ component of the tt̄ background is esti-
mated by evaluating the fake factor in MC simulations using the nominal selection
and in a high mT region (mT> 40 GeV , normal tt̄ control region definition). The
difference between the two for each bin is then applied as up and down variations
to the nominal fake factor derived from data and the tt̄ background estimation is
re-calculated in each case. The shape of this uncertainty is found to be flat there-
fore this is treated as a normalization only uncertainty. Fig 8.10 is the plot showing
the difference between the low and high mT region tt̄ fake factors in the SLT and
LTT sub-channels. All other uncertainties are included as shape and normalization
uncertainties in the fit. For each systematic variation, rQCD is recalculated.
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Figure 8.10: Effects on the fake factors for tt̄ background when deriving them in high
and low (i.e. the nominal) mT regions with 2 b-tags for SLT (top) and
LTT (bottom) category events for 1-prong (left) and 3-prong (right) τs.
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8.3.6 Uncertainties on fake-τ background estimation in the τhadτhad chan-
nel
As is done in the τ`τhad channel, a systematic uncertainty is also assigned to
cover the difference in composition of fake τs in the anti-τ control region and the
signal region by using the difference between data and simulation of the leading τ pT
distribution in the 1 b-tag region to provide a parameterization of the variation on
the output BDT score.
The fake-factors for the multi-jet background estimation are allowed to vary up
and down by their statistical uncertainty. A systematic uncertainty due to variations
in the contributions from electroweak, top, di-boson and Higgs boson background
processes is estimated by varying them up and down by a conservative 50% when
re-calculating the fake-factors. All of these uncertainties are included as both shape
and normalization effects.
The transfer factors (defined as the ratio of inclusive fake-factors in the 2 b-tag
region to the value of an inclusive fake-factor derived in the 1-tag region) are statisti-
cally limited. The transfer factors are varied within their statistical uncertainties to
evaluate the normalization uncertainty.
The multi-jet modeling we finally got is actually in the opposite sign(OS) region
while we do have to use the fake factors derived in the same sign(SS) region. This is
one obvious difference between them. In order to account for differences in the fake-τ
modeling between the opposite-sign and same-sign regions, the ratio of OS τs to OS
anti-τs is compared to the ratio of SS τs to SS anti-τs, in a multi-jet control region
defined by adding the requirement that δφ(ττ) > 2.0 to the standard selection. The
double ratio is taken as a pT-dependent systematic uncertainty. Fig 8.11 shows the
fake factors from the OS and SS regions.
Several sources of uncertainties related to the estimation of the tt̄ background





























































































Figure 8.11: The ratio of the number of ID to anti-ID events in OS events and in
SS events in the hadhad channel QCD CR as a function of τ pT. The
fit to the double ratio in the bottom panels is taken as the systematic
uncertainty on the fake factors in the hadhad channel. From top to
bottom, left to right, these plots show the τ fake factors for the 1P1P,
1P3P, 3P1P and 3P3P τ pairs in SS and OS regions.
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taining a true hadronic τ that is subtracted from the data region used to derive the
fake-rates is varied up and down by 10%. This variation covers the normalization
uncertainty on the tt̄ background derived in the final fit, as all other background
processes have a negligible contribution in this region. The mT cut is varied from its
nominal value of 80 GeV to 65 GeV , making the control region closer to the signal
region, although decreasing the purity of the region. The fake-τ tt̄ component is eval-
uated for each of the theoretical uncertainties (described in Section 8.3.3). Since the
statistical precision of the fake-τ component is poor and the variations are compatible
with those observed in the true-τ tt̄ component, the latter is used to evaluate both
shape and normalization effects due to these sources of uncertainty. A pT dependent
systematic uncertainty is applied to account for the difference in the pT distribution
due to applying only DTT pT threshold cuts but not DTT + STT cuts. This goes
up to 30% at high pT where the STT is dominant. Finally, the derived fake rates are
varied up and down by their statistical uncertainty.
8.4 Theoretical uncertainties on signal
The theoretical uncertainty on the cross-section for non-resonant Standard Model
Higgs pair-production is 33.41+4.3−6.00(scale) ±5 (theory) ±2.3 (αs) ±2.1(PDF) fb[101,
102]. All the related uncertainties are added quadratically, summing up to 8% which
is applied as a normalization uncertainty to the signal.
The signal samples are generated with modified parameters to probe uncertainties
on parton density functions, uncertainties in renormalization and factorization scale
and uncertainties due to modeling of parton shower and underlying event including
multi-parton interactions. The uncertainties are calculated by comparing the accep-
tance times efficiency(A x ε) for different modifications. The uncertainties related to
choice of different PDFs are found to be negligible for all signals in this analysis. For
the non-resonant signal, the renormalization and factorization scale uncertainties are
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also negligible, however, the uncertainty on the parton shower modeling is found to be
5% for the τ`τhad signals and 9% for the τhadτhad signals. For the resonant signals, the
renormalization and factorization scale uncertainty together with the parton shower




People say that the language of science is mathematics. I say the language of
experimental physics is statistics. The statistical analysis provides a bridge connect-
ing the theoretical predictions and experimental observations. It plays a critical role
helping us to interpret the experimental analysis. Events on LHC happen with certain
probability determined by physics laws. Furthermore, as an experiment, the system-
atic uncertainties have to be taken into account. The statistical analysis method
is the tool to wrap all of them together, giving us the final interpretation of our
experimental observations. The statistical method in experimental particle physics
could easily extend to a very long book, there will be too much content to cover if
one wants to go into details. Thus this chapter will just introduce the construction
of the statistical model for data analysis on LHC, different test statics used in dif-
ferent hypothesis testing scenarios (evaluation of the significance for new discovery
uses different test statics from setting upper limit on the production rate of physics
models). The treatment of systematic uncertainties will also be briefly discussed in
this chapter.
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9.1 Profiled likelihood function
In order to construct a test static, we will use the method called Profiled Likelihood
Method[103, 104]. The construction of the likelihood function uses the product of
independent Poisson distributions in all bins of the measured histograms in signal
region and the background control region.
Suppose we have measured our real data in the signal region on variable x. The
choice of x should follow the principle that signals and backgrounds have significant
shape difference on x because finally we will fit our background and signal simulations,
whether using Monte Carlo or data-driven method to estimate, to the shape of this
measured variable. In this analysis, x is the BDT output score in the signal region
on which signals and backgrounds distribute differently with great significance. We
could construct a histogram denoted as n = (n1,. . . , nN) from bin 1 to bin N . The
expectation value of each bin ni could be written as:
E[ni] = µsi + bi (9.1)









where µ is a parameter that determines the strength of the signal process within range
[0,1]. When µ = 0, it corresponds to background-only hypothesis and µ = 1 corre-
sponds to the nominal signal hypothesis. fs(x;θs) and fb(x;θb) are the probability
density functions(pdfs) of the variable x for signal and background events. θs and θb
are the parameters which determine the shape of the pdfs of signal and background.
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stot and btot are the total expected number of signal and background. θs, θb and btot
are the related parameters but not the ones we are interested, we call them nuisance
parameters. The signal normalization stot is not a nuisance parameter because it is
fixed to the value predicted by the nominal signal model.
Besides the signal region histogram n mentioned before, physicists usually include
a subsidiary measurement histogram from a background enriched control region to
help constrain the nuisance parameter. In this analysis, it’s the Z+Heavy F lavor
Jets background control region. Suppose that we have got a histogram m = (m1,. . . ,
mM) from a background control region. The expectation number of entries in each
bin of m could be written as:
E[mi] = ui(θ) (9.4)
The construction of this measurement provides the normalization factor of the Z+Heavy
F lavor Jets background, which has bad Monte Carlo modeling, while generally, the
auxiliary measurement of a background control region could provide information on
the signal and background shape parameters as well.
The likelihood function is constructed using the product of Poisson probability
for all bins with knowing that all the bins in histogram n and m are independent, as













The likelihood function depends on the signal strength µ and the nuisance parame-
ters θ. Noticing that Eq. 9.5 has no systematic uncertainty involved yet. We surely
have to figure out ways to incorporate the systematic uncertainties into the binned
Poisson likelihood function because the systematic uncertainties are always critical
to determine how good our experiment is. There are mainly two types of systematic
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uncertainties in general, multiplicative uncertainties and shape uncertainties. Multi-
plicative uncertainties are relatively easier to deal with while the shape uncertainties
need the techniques which we call ”morphing” to be incorporated into the likelihood
function.
Multiplicative uncertainties are easy to incorporate into the likelihood function
as it will be just an extra scale factor added in the likelihood function. One exam-
ple of the multiplicative uncertainties is the systematic uncertainty of the integrated
luminosity. Usually, the integrated luminosity is measured in some auxiliary measure-
ment in other experiment. Assuming the integrated luminosity value is measured as
L̃± σL, the likelihood function then could be written with the integrated luminosity
systematic uncertainty implemented as below[105]:
L(µ,θ, L)×N(L|L̃, σL) (9.6)
where function N(L|L̃, σL) is a Gaussian distribution with mean value L̃ and width
σL which is used to constrain the nuisance parameter L. The likelihood function
L(µ,θ, L) depends on L, not L̃ now. In addition to the systematic uncertainties on
the integrated luminosity, the systematic uncertainties on cross section and overall
efficiency also belong to this type of systematic uncertainties.
Many systematic uncertainties result in an overall change in the shape of the ob-
served spectrum instead of the normalization. This type of systematic uncertainties
is more complicated to be wrapped into the likelihood function than the multiplica-
tive uncertainties. One typical systematic uncertainties belonging to this category
is the energy scale uncertainty which will affect all jet energy in an event in the
same direction. We model it by altering the corresponding nuisance parameter up
an down by one standard deviation in the Monte Carlo simulation and recalculating
the shifted measurement. Thus, we get one nominal histogram with two extra his-






which, i, j means the ith bin in the histogram from systematic uncertainty source j.
The technique used to extrapolate from these three measurement value into a contin-
uous estimate in each bin of the systematic uncertainties is called ”morphing”[105].
Among different ”morphing” methods, the ”vertical morphing” is the most commonly
used and the most straightforward. The ”vertical morphing” is done by introducing








f is the random variable introduced with a certain distribution(usually Gaussian)
with σf=1. The morphing method could be easily extended to multi-source system-
atic uncertainties situation by linearly adding the extrapolation expression together.
There are also some more sophisticated methods to deal with the shape systematic
uncertainties, such as ”horizontal morphing”,etc.
After having an idea about how we construct the likelihood function, we could go





In Eq. 9.8, ˆ̂θ is the value of θ which maximizes the likelihood function L for specific
value of µ, while θ̂ and µ̂ are the values of θ and µ which maximizes the unconditional
likelihood function. ˆ̂θ is the conditional maximum-likelihood estimator of θ with
respect to µ. θ̂ and µ̂ are the maximize-likelihood estimator of θ and µ. It is not
hard to notice that λ(µ) is a function of signal strength µ, which is the thing we
are interested the most. Other nuisance parameters are gone by using the likelihood
ratio. It’s obvious that the value of λ(µ) will fall into range [0,1]. A λ(µ) value closer
to 1 implies a good agreement between the data and hypothesized value of µ, while a




After briefly describing how the profiled likelihood ratio is constructed, we will
discuss the test statics[104] we used for the hypothesis test in our data analysis. A
test static is a random variable calculated from sample data to determine the degree
of agreement between the sample of data and the null hypothesis. The observed
value of the test static will change corresponding to different samples. The test static
contains the information of the sample of data to determine whether we should reject
the null hypothesis. A very simple example of the test static could be illustrated in
the experiment of tossing a coin. Imagine we have a coin and we want to know if
the coin is fair or not, One way we could do is that we toss the coin many, many
times and count how many times head appears. The number of times that head
appears is actually a test static of this experiment. This number actually contains
the information with which we could tell if the coin is fair or not. If head appears a
lot of times or it appears only few times, we know that the coin has a large possibility
to be unfair. If the head appears roughly half of the total toss times, we know the
coin is likely to be fair.
We have introduced λ(µ) before as a test static, however, it is convenient to use
the log test static:
tµ = −2lnλ(µ) (9.9)
Higher value of tµ correspond to increasing incompatibility between data and µ. We






Smaller p-value implies larger incompatibility between the observed µ value and our
hypothesis. We usually convert the p-value into an equivalent significance, which is
defined below:
Z = Φ−1(1− p) (9.11)
where Φ−1 is the quantile of the standard Gaussian. Greater value of Z implies greater
incompatibility between observation from data and hypothesis.
If we assume that the presence of the new signal can only increase the mean event










Where ˆ̂θ(0) and ˆ̂θ(µ) are the maximization likelihood estimators of θ for signal
strength equaling to 0 and µ. The corresponding log test static of λ̃(µ) is :













Similar to t(µ), we could use λ̃(µ) to quantify the level of disagreement between the
data and the hypothesized value of µ with p-value.




− 2lnλ(0) µ̂ ≥ 0
0 µ̂ < 0
(9.14)






Sometimes, if we are unable to rule out the µ = 0 hypothesis, which means we
don’t manage to find the target signals, we will have to establish an upper limit on
the strength parameter µ for the signals to quantify the possibility that the signals
will appear. The test static used to set the upper limit is :
qµ =

− 2lnλ(µ) µ̂ ≤ µ
0 µ̂ > µ
(9.16)





Once we have done with choosing the appropriate test static for the corresponding
hypothesis test no matter it’s for discovery or for setting upper limit, we will have
to get the probability distribution function(pdf) of the test static in order to do the
integral to get significance or to get the significance limit range. There are two ways
to get the pdf of the test statics, one is the asymptotic method, the other one is to
use Monte Carlo to generate toy for the test static distribution. The second method





For all signals in all channels, the BDT output score is used in the final fit as the
discriminating variables. The upper limits are placed on two benchmark models for
the resonant di-Higgs production: the CP even spin-0 heavy Higgs boson predicted
by 2HDM in the narrow width approximation and the spin-2 Randall Sundrum KK
graviton with different coupling constant k/M̄PI in the Randall Sundrum graviton
model. The resonant signal masses varied between 260 GeV and 1 TeV . The two de-
cay products Higgs are considered as Standard Model like Higgs boson with mh= 125
GeV and the non-resonant Standard Model Higgs pair-production is also considered.
The upper limit is placed for the non-resonant Standard Model Higgs pair-production
for both with and without the finite top mass reweighting correction. The finite top
mass correction is to correct the infinite top mass assumption when calculating the
NLO SM Higgs pair-production cross section.
The BDT output score histograms used for the final fit have to be binned reason-
ably in order to reduce the statistical fluctuation of the final result. The binning of
the BDT score distributions used in the final fit are optimized for different signals. In
the τ`τhad channel, for the non-resonant SM signal BDT distribution, it’s required to
have binning to keep the statistical uncertainty of each bin below 20%, this number
is required to be 40% for the resonant signals in the τ`τhad channel. In the τhadτhad
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channel, it is required to have statistical uncertainties below 50% for each bin. If
there is no signal presented in a certain bin, that bin is required to have statistical
uncertainty smaller 1%. The minimum number of events in each bin for both τ`τhad
and τhadτhad channel is restricted to be above the thresholds for τ`τhad and τhadτhad
channels respectively. (10 for τ`τhad channel and 5 for τhadτhad channel)
To assess the compatibility of the SM background-only hypothesis with the obser-
vations in the signal regions, a profile likelihood ratio test is performed. All systematic
uncertainties and statistical uncertainties coming from signal and background pro-
cesses are implemented as deviations from the nominal model scaled by nuisance pa-
rameters that are profiled in the fit, as well as the normalization factor for Z+bb, bc, cc
background processes by including the Z → µµ+2b-jets control region as a single bin
in the fit. The number of observed data events is found to be compatible with the
fitting number of background events. No significant excess over the expected back-
ground from SM processes is observed, thus we perform a profile likelihood ratio test
following the CLs[106] prescription using the data to set upper limits on resonant and
non-resonant Higgs pair production at 95% C.L.
The BDT output score responses for the 2HDM heavy Higgs search are shown in
Fig 10.1 and Fig 10.2 in τ`τhad channel for the SLT and LTT categories. 300 GeV , 500
GeV and 1000 GeV (800 GeV ) signal BDT score are selected for SLT(LTT) category
to show as these three masses could basically represent low mass, medium mass and
high mass range signal BDT responses. Fig 10.3 and Fig 10.4 are the BDT responses of
different RSG signals with the coupling constant k/M̄PI equaling 1 and 2 in the τ`τhad
channel for SLT and LTT categories. All the binnings are optimized as described.
BDT score responses in the τhadτhad channel are shown in Fig 10.5 and Fig 10.6 for
2HDM and RSG model respectively. 300 GeV , 500 GeV and 1000 GeV signals are
chosen to show for both 2HDM and RSG signals. Different coupling constant k/M̄PI
= 1 and 2 are showed for RSG model in τhadτhad channel. For the Non-resonant SM
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Higgs pair-production, Fig 10.7 and Fig 10.8 give the BDT output score responses
with and without the finite top mass correction in the SLT and LTT categories in
τ`τhad and τhadτhad channel. All these BDT score are using the corresponding binning
strategy as well, as described before for each sub channel.
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Figure 10.1: Distribution of the BDT output for 2HDM signal in the τ`τhad SLT chan-
nel for resonance masses of 300 GeV (top left), 500 GeV (top right) and
1000 GeV (bottom), using the optimized binning and after performing
the final fit. A background-only hypothesis is assumed.
The expected number of signals and background events in the 2 b-tag signal regions
after the fit assuming background-only hypothesis are given in Table 10.1
The result for the resonance searches are presented as exclusion limits on the hh-
production cross-section with respect to the resonance mass. The expected limits
for 2HDM and RS Graviton signal models are shown in Fig 10.9 and Fig 10.10 for
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Figure 10.2: Distribution of the BDT output for 2HDM signal in the τ`τhad LTT
channel for resonance masses of 300 GeV (top left), 500 GeV (top right)
and 800 GeV (bottom), using the optimized binning and after performing
the final fit. A background-only hypothesis is assumed.
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Figure 10.3: Distribution of the BDT output for RS graviton c=1(left) and c=2
(right) signals in the τ`τhad SLT channel for resonance masses of 300
GeV (top), 500 GeV (middle) and 1000 GeV (bottom), using the op-
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Figure 10.4: Distribution of the BDT output for RS graviton c=1(left) and c=2
(right) signals in the τ`τhad LTT channel for resonance masses of 300
GeV (top), 500 GeV (middle) and 800 GeV (bottom), using the op-
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Figure 10.5: Distribution of the BDT output for 2HDM signal in the τhadτhad channel
for resonance masses of 300 GeV (top left), 500 GeV (top right) and 1000
GeV (bottom), using the optimized binning and after performing the
final fit. A background-only hypothesis is assumed.
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Figure 10.6: Distribution of the BDT output for RS graviton c=1(left) and c=2
(right) signals in the τhadτhad channel for resonance masses of 300 GeV
(top), 500 GeV (middle) and 1000 GeV (bottom), using the optimized
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Figure 10.7: Distribution of the BDT score for the non-resonant Higgs pair-
production assuming finite top mass in SLT channel(top left), LTT chan-
nel(top right) and τhadτhad channel(bottom), using the optimized binning
and after performing the final fit with full systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 10.8: Distribution of the BDT score for the non-resonant Higgs pair-
production without finite top mass correction in SLT channel(top left),
LTT channel(top right) and τhadτhad channel(bottom), using the opti-
mized binning and after performing the final fit with full systematic
uncertainties.
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τ`τhad channel τhadτhad channel(SLT) (LTT)
tt 17800 ± 1100 1475 ± 94 360± 100
Single top 1130 ± 110 72.9 ± 7.6 39.7 ± 5.9
QCD fakes - - 294 ± 57
tt̄fakes - - 160 ± 120
Fakes 9000 ± 1100 475 ± 76 -
Z → ττ + (cc, bc, bb) 416 ± 97 117 ± 28 291 ± 91
Other (W + Z + DY + VV) 197 ± 32 14.5 ± 2.3 22.9 ± 5.9
SM Higgs 37.6 ± 10 4.1 ± 1 8.2 ± 2.1
Total Background 28610 ± 180 2159 ± 46 1178 ± 40
Data 28612 2161 1180
G(300, c = 1)→ bbττ 23.6 ± 3.7 7.5 ± 1.2 13.1 ± 2.6
G(500, c = 1)→ bbττ 42.4 ± 6.4 9.9 ± 1.5 36.3 ± 7
G(1000/800(LTT ), c = 1)→ bbττ 2.56 ± 0.4 1.06 ± 0.16 2.11 ± 0.43
G(300, c = 2)→ bbττ 327 ± 50 82 ± 13 240 ± 46
G(500, c = 2)→ bbττ 193 ± 29 39.7 ± 6.1 187 ± 36
G(1000/800(LTT ), c = 2)→ bbττ 8.6 ± 1.3 3.63 ± 0.56 7.9 ± 1.6
H(300)→ bbττ 39.1 ± 6.3 11.8 ± 1.9 17.9 ± 3.6
H(500)→ bbττ 3.41 ± 0.52 0.88 ± 0.13 2.84 ± 0.54
H(1000/800(LTT ))→ bbττ 0.0267 ± 0.0041 0.0228 ± 0.0035 0.0222 ± 0.0044
Non-res. hh 1.04 ± 0.14 0.290 ± 0.043 0.79 ± 0.15
Non-res.(top mass RW) hh 0.99 ± 0.13 0.225 ± 0.033 0.75 ± 0.14
Table 10.1: Post-fit expected number of signal and background events and observed
number of data events after applying the selection criteria and requiring
exactly 2 b-jets and assuming a background-only hypothesis. The Fake
background includes all processes in which the hadronic τ is faked by a
jet. The tt background includes events with true taus or hadronic τs faked
by leptons (very small). The category ‘Other’ includes contributions from
W+jets, Z/γ∗ → ``+jets, and di-boson processes
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the τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels. The τ`τhad channel result is shown respectively in
SLT and LTT categories. Different coupling constant k/M̄PI=1 and 2 for RSG ex-
pected limit are shown. The RSG k/M̄PI=1 has less signal mass points than the RSG
k/M̄PI=2 and 2HDM signals. This is because we requested RSG k/M̄PI=1 signals
much earlier than we decided to have a finer gap between the resonant signals. We
have tried to reweight the RSG k/M̄PI=2 signals to make up the RSG k/M̄PI=1
intermediate mass points. It turned out to be not working so well. So we decided to
not have the intermediate mass points for the RSG c=1 signals. The upper limits for
LTT stopped at 800 GeV because of the fact that lepton-tau trigger events are not
sensitive to high mass regions. The τhadτhad channel result is shown in Fig 10.10. Sim-
ilar to τ`τhad channel, different results are presented for different coupling constants
c=1 and c=2 for RSG model.
The combined results of searches in all channels for resonant HH production are
presented in Fig 10.11 as exclusion limits on the cross-section times branching ratio
to bbττ with respect to the resonance mass. The expected and observed limits for
2HDM and GKK signal models are both shown. The 2HDM scalar resonances X are
interpreted in the hMSSM with tanβ = 2, where tanβ is the ratio of the vacuum
expectation values of the scalar doublets. Result shows that middle mass range, eg.
305 < mX < 402 GeV are excluded at 95% CL. In the RS-Graviton model, gravitons
with mass between mass range 325 < mGKK < 885 GeV are excluded for k/M̄PI = 1
at 95% CL. While if assuming k/M̄PI = 2 in the RS-Graviton model, the gravitons
are excluded in almost all mass range from 260 GeV to 1000 GeV . Above about 600
GeV , the limits are not sensitive to the coupling constant k/M̄PI in the RSG model.
The limits of the resonant HH shown here are significantly improved compared with
previous results in the bbττ channel and competitive with limits obtained in other
HH channels.
The non-resonant results are presented with upper limits on the cross section
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Figure 10.9: Expected limits at 95% C.L. on the cross-sections of the RS G → hh
,c=1 (top left), RS G→ hh ,c=2 (top right) and 2HDM H → hh (middle
left) for the τ`τhad channel SLT category; RS G → hh ,c=1 (middle
right), RS G → hh ,c=2 (bottom left) and 2HDM H → hh (bottom
right) for the LTT category.
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Figure 10.10: Expected limits at 95% C.L. on the cross-sections of the RS G → hh
,c=1 (left), RS G→ hh ,c=2 (right) and 2HDM H → hh (bottom) for
the τhadτhad channel.
for non-resonant HH production times the HH → bbττ branching ratio. The ratio
between itself and the SM prediction is also calculated and shown. The non-resonant
results are shown in Table 10.2. The observed(expected) limit combining all τ`τhad
and τhadτhad channels for non-resonant HH production is 30.9 fb(36.0 fb), which
is 12.7(14.8) times the SM prediction. This is the result with the finite top mass
reweighting correction. The non-resonant HH result from this bbττ channel is the
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Figure 10.11: Observed and expected limits at 95% CL on the cross-section of GKK →
HH(top) for k/M̄PI = 1(left) and k/M̄PI = 2(right) and the X →
HH(bottom) processes combining all τ`τhad and τhadτhad channels. The
expected cross-section for the hMSSM scalar X production and the RS
graviton production with k/M̄PI= 1.0 or 2.0 are also shown in the
respective plots
Table 10.2: Upper limits on the production cross section times the HH → bbττ
branching ratio for NR HH at 95% CL and their ratio to the SM predic-
tion.
Observed -2σ -1σ Expected +1σ +2σ
τ`τhad
σ(HH → bbττ) [fb] 57.3 37.1 49.9 69.2 96.3 129
σ/σSM 23.5 15.2 20.5 28.4 39.5 53.0
τhadτhad
σ(HH → bbττ) [fb] 39.9 22.7 30.5 42.4 59.0 79.0
σ/σSM 16.4 9.3 12.5 17.4 24.2 32.4
Combination
σ(HH → bbττ) [fb] 30.9 19.3 26.0 36.0 50.1 67.2




A search for resonant and non-resonant di-Higgs pair production is conducted
in the bbττ final state channel using the year 2015+2016 data collected by ATLAS
detector with total integrated luminosity 36.1 fb−1 delivered by the LHC at
√
s = 13
TeV . This Run II data analysis added an extra τhadτhad sub-channel and an extra
lepton-τ trigger category compared with the Run I analysis, which give the analysis
more statistics. Adding the lepton-τ trigger category events improves the final result
of the resonant BSM particle search in the low mass range by about 50%. Instead of
using a cut-based data analysis strategy, this data analysis uses the Boosted Decision
Tree(BDT)[21, 71] machine learning algorithm to gain extraordinary discriminant
power between signals and backgrounds, which improves the result by roughly overall
50% in all channels. These novel features of this data analysis make it stand out
from all the di-Higgs final state analysis on both ATLAS[1] and CMS[8] detectors.
The non-resonant Higgs pair production result excludes an enhancement of the SM
expectation by more than a factor of 12.7 at 95% C.L, which is the best sensitivity
physicists have reached so far. There is no evidence observed from 260 GeV to 1000
GeV range supporting the existence of the scalar heavy Higgs in 2HDM[6, 7] and a
spin-2 Kaluza-Klein graviton Gkk in Randall-Sundrum Graviton model[3, 4, 5]. Thus
an upper limit is placed on the corresponding production cross section times the bbττ
139
final state branching ratio. The results are interpreted in a simplified minimal super-
symmetric model, hMSSM[107, 108] and the RS Graviton model. In the hMSSM
with the light CP-even Higgs boson mass fixed at 125 GeV , the mass range 305 GeV
through 402 GeV is excluded at 95% C.L for tan β = 2, where tan β is the ratio of
the VEVs between the two Higgs doublets. RS Gravitons are excluded at 95% CL
from 325 GeV through 885 GeV with coupling constant k/M̄Pl = 1, as well as, 260
GeV through 1000 GeV with coupling constant k/M̄Pl = 2.
140
APPENDIX
Cross Section Information of Monte Carlo Samples
Used in This Analysis
The cross-section information used to normalize the MC processes could be found
in this section. Table A.1 and Table A.2 are lists of Monte Carlo signal and back-
ground samples of different processes used in this analysis with their DataSet ID,



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































361091 24.885 * 0.91 * 1.0000E+00 WW improved Sherpa CT10 WplvWmqq SHv21 improved
361092 24.857 * 0.91 * 1.0000E+00 WW improved Sherpa CT10 WpqqWmlv SHv21 improved
361093 11.494 * 0.91 * 1.0000E+00 WZ improved Sherpa CT10 WlvZqq SHv21 improved
361094 3.4234 * 0.91 * 1.0000E+00 WZ improved Sherpa CT10 WqqZll SHv21 improved
361095 6.777 * 0.91 * 1.0000E+00 WZ improved Sherpa CT10 WqqZvv SHv21 improved
361096 16.445 * 0.91 * 1.4307E-01 ZZ improved Sherpa CT10 ZqqZll SHv21 improved
Z+jets
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364101 1.9784E+03 * 0.9751 * 1.1308E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV0 70 CFilterBVeto
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364103 1.0892E+02 * 0.9751 * 6.8873E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV70 140 CVetoBVeto
364104 1.0942E+02 * 0.9751 * 1.8596E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV70 140 CFilterBVeto
364105 1.0891E+02 * 0.9751 * 1.1375E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV70 140 BFilter
364106 3.9878E+01 * 0.9751 * 6.0899E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV140 280 CVetoBVeto
364107 3.9795E+01 * 0.9751 * 2.3308E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV140 280 CFilterBVeto
364108 3.9890E+01 * 0.9751 * 1.3769E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV140 280 BFilter
364109 8.5375 * 0.9751 * 5.5906E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV280 500 CVetoBVeto
364110 8.5403 * 0.9751 * 2.6528E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV280 500 CFilterBVeto
364111 8.4932 * 0.9751 * 1.7559E-01 Sherpa 221 NNPDF30NNLO Zmumu MAXHTPTV280 500 BFilter
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tt̄ and single top
410000 831.76* 1.0* 0.543 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 ttbar hdamp172p5 nonallhad
410007 831.76* 1.0* 0.45618 PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 ttbar hdamp172p5 allhad
410011 43.73 * 1.0* 1.0 stopt PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 singletop tchan lept top
410012 25.778 * 1.0* 1.0 stopt PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 singletop tchan lept antitop
410013 34.009 * 1.0* 1.0 stopWt PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 Wt inclusive top
410014 33.989* 1.0* 1.0 stopWt PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 Wt inclusive antitop
410025 2.052* 1.0* 1.0 stops PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 SingleTopSchan noAllHad top
410026 1.262* 1.0* 1.0 stops PowhegPythiaEvtGen P2012 SingleTopSchan noAllHad antitop
ZH
341096 0.00414 0.582 1.0 (gg) PowhegPythia8EvtGen CT10 AZNLO ggZH125 tautaubb
341102 0.07704 0.582 1.0 (qq) Pythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO ZllH125 bb
341934 8.34669e-3 1.0 1.0 (qq) Pythia8EvtGen A14NNPDF23LO ZbbH125tautau
Table A.2: The list of Background Monte Carlo samples. Each column shows Dataset
id, effective cross section from product of cross section, branching ratio,
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